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Synopsis 

In recent years, batch processes have been getting more attention due to their suitability 

for the production of small volume, high value added products. The flexibility of batch 

plants allows the production of different products within the same facility which 

mandates equipment sharing. Batch manufacturing is typically used in the 

pharmaceutical, polymer, food and specialty chemical industries as demands for such 

products are highly seasonal and are influenced by changing markets. Despite the 

advantage of batch plants being flexible, they also pose a challenging task to design, 

synthesize and operate, compared to their continuous counterparts. The profitability of 

these batch plants is highly dependent on the way the synthesis, design and operation is 

optimized. Since different types of resources (raw materials, equipment, utilities and 

manpower) need to be shared by a number of process operations to produce a variety of 

products, modeling and optimizing the design and operation of batch plants are important 

for economic benefits.  

The growing awareness of civil society for the environment and the resulting regulations 

introduced by national states have resulted in chemical industries considering process 

integration to reduce their energy and process water requirements. Energy optimization 

and the optimization of water use have mainly been treated as separate problems in 

literature. The batch production schedules resulting from each of these formulations do 

not guarantee that the plant is operated optimally. Consequently, it is required to develop 

a formulation that caters for opportunities that exist for both wastewater minimization 

and energy integration. This may result in production schedules that improve the 

operation of the batch plant when compared to optimizing water and energy separately. 

Presented in this thesis is a mathematical technique that addresses optimization of both 

water and energy, while simultaneously optimizing the batch process schedule. The 

scheduling framework used in this study is based on the formulation by Seid and Majozi 

(2012). This formulation has been shown to result in a significant reduction of 

computational time, an improvement of the objective function and leads to fewer time 
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points required to solve the scheduling problem. The objective is to improve the 

profitability of the plant by minimizing wastewater generation and utility usage. From a 

case study it was found that through only applying water integration the total cost is 

reduced by 11.6%, by applying only energy integration the total cost is reduced by 29.1% 

and by applying both energy and water integration the total cost is reduced by 34.6%. 

This indicates that optimizing water and energy integration in the same scheduling 

framework will reduce the operating cost and environmental impact significantly.  

This thesis also presents a mathematical model for design and synthesis of batch plants. 

The conceptual design problem must determine the number and capacity of the major 

processing equipment items, pipe connections and storage tanks so as to meet production 

objectives at the lowest possible capital and operating cost. A recent robust scheduling 

model based on continuous-time representation is used as a platform for the synthesis 

and design problem. An improved objective value (revenue) of 228.6% is obtained by 

this work compared to the recent published models for the design and synthesis problem. 

Compared with other formulations, the formulation presented in this thesis gives a 

smaller size mathematical model that required less binary variables, continuous variables 

and constraints. The presented model also considers costs that arise from the pipe 

network and consequently, determines the optimal pipe network which should exist 

between different pieces of equipment. 

Finally, the medium-term scheduling problem for a multiproduct batch plant is 

addressed. The intractability of the short-term scheduling models when directly applied 

to the medium-term scheduling problems is solved by applying a decomposition method. 

The decomposition method has two level mathematical models. The first level 

determines the type of products and their amount to be produced in each scheduling 

subproblem to satisfy the market requirement. The second level determines the detailed 

sequencing of tasks for the tractable size of the subproblems. The recently published 

robust short-term scheduling model based on continuous time is extended for solving the 

scheduling supbroblems of the second level decomposition model. The model is applied 

in solving the medium-term scheduling problem of a pharmaceutical facility specializing 
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in animal vaccines using the actual plant data. The model effectively solved a makespan 

minimization problem for the medium-term scheduling horizon of almost 13 weeks.   
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 CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Any process which is a consequence of discrete tasks that have to follow a predefined 

sequence from raw materials to final products is a batch process. This predefined 

sequence is commonly known as a recipe. Batch processing plants are attractive due to 

their suitability for the production of small volume, high value added products, which are 

becoming increasingly important due to fast market changes. Batch manufacturing is 

typically used in the pharmaceutical, polymer, food and specialty chemical industries, 

because it provides the necessary flexibility to accommodate various production 

requirements using the same processing facility. The batch process industries can be 

categorized into multipurpose and multiproduct batch plants. In general, batch processes 

are characterized as follows (Liu, 1996): 

  Manufacturing processes involving a set of operations that are executed 

independently and in batches 

 Sharing of resources (such as operators, steam, electricity or auxiliary equipment) 

 Presence of intermediate storage to separate operations and mitigate the effects of 

process variations or upset 

 Multipurpose equipment (e.g. a piece of equipment may be used for either. 

processing different tasks or as a storage unit) 
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 Flexibility in configuration (since the equipment can often be connected in 

different ways)  

 Decision-dependent set-up costs are involved  

 High quality specifications 

Generally batch operations present more challenging environmental problems. While the 

size of the processing plants is generally smaller, batch operations typically exhibit a 

higher ratio of waste by-products produced per unit of product. Coupled with the 

wastewater problem is the issue of greenhouse gas emissions due to the energy usage. 

Greater public awareness of the impact of industrial pollution and more stringent 

environmental regulations have now encouraged research work in energy and water 

saving measures for more sustainable operations (Halim and Srinivasan, 2011). 

Consequently, chemical industries have been changing significantly in design, of 

operating conditions and optimal usage of energy and water. 

Most engineers believe that improving process efficiencies, optimal design and synthesis 

and minimization of energy and wastewater will be the main focus in the near future to 

solve the environmental problems and increase the profitability of batch plants. The 

substantial advancement in modern computers gives hope to deal with large size and 

more complex problems in the chemical industry by using mathematical optimization 

techniques. The subsections below briefly describe the challenges and published 

literature available in solving the aforementioned problems. 

1.1.1 Energy integration   

Energy saving in continuous processes so far is effectively applied by using the well-

known technique of pinch analysis. However, energy saving opportunities for batch 

processes have been largely neglected, because batch processes are in general less energy 

intensive than continuous bulk systems. Nevertheless, the utility requirements for the 

food industry, breweries, dairies, meat processing facilities, biochemical plants and 

agrochemical facilities contribute largely to their overall cost (Majozi, 2009; Halim and 

Srinivasan, 2009). Consequently, it is worth studying since existing batch processes often 
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have little or no heat recovery and thus there are more energy saving opportunities. Both 

pinch analysis and practical heat recovery projects are much more difficult than for 

continuous processes for a number of reasons: Many streams are present for only certain 

time periods, which make time an additional variable in the heat integration model. Also, 

they may not run between constant temperatures. Heating or cooling is supplied by an 

external jacket or internal coils, and the vessel contents gradually change in temperature. 

Nevertheless, despite these difficulties, considerable research has been done to address 

the challenges by continually improving the mathematical models to achieve better 

energy saving and reduce the computational effort required.  

The methodologies for incorporating heat integration in batch scheduling can be divided 

into sequential and simultaneous approaches. The former involves decomposing the 

problem into two: the scheduling part has to be specified a priori or solved first followed 

by heat integration synthesis to simplify the model (Vaselenak et al., 1986; Vaklieva-

Bancheva et al. 1996; Uhlenbruck et al., 2000; Halim and Srinivasan, 2009). For a more 

optimal solution, scheduling and heat integration may be combined into an overall 

problem and solved simultaneously (Papageorgiou et al., 1994; Georgiadis and 

Papageorgiou, 2001; Stamp and Majozi, 2011). 

1.1.2 Water reuse network synthesis 

Following the concept of heat integration, water reuse network synthesis has been 

developed to address the increasing concern on wastewater generation. The first step in 

accomplishing wastewater minimization is through water targeting. Targeting determines 

the minimum freshwater and wastewater flowrates that can be achieved after water 

reuse/recycle opportunities within a processing plant have been employed. This is 

followed by the synthesis of the water network subject to the contaminant mass load, 

maximum allowable contaminant concentration of process units, and timing of the 

operations. The methodologies developed for wastewater minimization in batch plants 

can be broadly categorized into graphical and mathematical based techniques. 
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In the graphical techniques (Wang and Smith, 1995) the problem is divided into 

concentration intervals and time subintervals with the boundaries of the intervals 

determined by the end points of the individual processes. Targeting is performed in each 

concentration interval by reusing water which is available in its own time intervals, 

where possible. Any surplus water could be reused in subsequent time intervals in the 

same concentration interval or could be stored for reuse in later concentration intervals. 

When the opportunities for recycle/reuse are depleted, freshwater is used. The advantage 

of this methodology is that it can easily determine the wastewater reuse bottleneck. 

However, this methodology is constrained to two dimensions and thus cannot be used to 

solve process streams with multiple contaminants. Consequently, much of the research 

has been directed towards developing mathematical optimization techniques (Kim and 

Smith, 2004; Majozi, 2005; Shoaib et al., 2008; Majozi and Gouws, 2009; Li et al., 2010; 

Adekola and Majozi, 2011). The mathematical programming techniques have the 

following advantages: 

 Allow the opportunity to optimize different functions 

 Can be used to solve multicontaminant systems 

 Can handle restrictions from forbidden matches and flowrates 

 Production can also be optimized simultaneously 

1.1.3 Design and synthesis of batch plants  

Continual developments in the design and synthesis of batch plants have been carried out 

in the last two decades. These developments were focused essentially on model 

enhancements that originate higher model accuracy allowing better description of real 

problems. The analysis of literature on the grassroots design of multipurpose batch plants 

is structured in two main subdivisions. First, where the simple choice of equipment and 

associated scheduling are considered—―basic design‖, (Vaselenak et al., 1987; Faqir and 

Karimi, 1989; Xia and Macchietto, 1997; Lin and Floudas 2001; Castro et al., 2005); 

second, where further plant aspects are incorporated into the design model such as 

uncertainty, plant topology, heat integration and environmental aspects—―extended 
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design‖ (Barbosa-Povoa and Macchietto, 1994; Pinto et al., 2003; Patziatsis, et al., 2005; 

Pinto et al., 2008). 

1.2 Motivation  

Despite the benefits, the inherent nature of batch processes complicates the simultaneous 

optimization of the schedule, along with energy and water consumption. Due to 

complexities, problems entailing wastewater minimization with multiple contaminants 

and energy integration for multi-purpose batch plants in literature have been inadequately 

addressed with rigorous and efficient methodologies. Further, there is lack of a unified 

methodology that solves the problem of scheduling, heat integration and water 

minimization within a single framework (Halim and Srinivasan, 2011). A critical review 

on the design and retrofit of batch plants by Barbosa-Póvoa (2007) showed that good 

solution algorithms and a comparative computational investigation on the different 

approaches proposed to solve the design problem would be of immense value.  

1.3 Aim  

The goal of the investigation in this thesis is to develop a formulation that addresses the 

optimization of both water and energy, while simultaneously optimizing the batch 

process schedule. Moreover, the investigation also addresses the gap in relation to good 

solution algorithms for design and synthesis problems for multipurpose batch plants by 

using the robust scheduling framework recently developed by Seid and Majozi (2012) 

and present the comparative computational results. This work also explores the 

development of a medium-term scheduling technique to a pharmaceutical industry by 

using real industrial data.  

1.4 Thesis structure  

The subsequent part of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a new 

formulation for energy integration for multipurpose batch plants that considers both 

direct and indirect energy integration accompanied by the comparative computational 

results. Chapter 3 discusses the novel simultaneous optimization of energy, water and 
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production schedule within the same framework. The development of an efficient model 

for design and synthesis problems for multipurpose batch plants that considers plant 

topology is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses the medium-range production 

schedule for multiproduct batch plants. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the findings of this 

investigation with recommendations and further work that needs to be addressed.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Heat Integration in Multipurpose Batch Plants Using a Robust 

Scheduling Framework 

Abstract 

Energy saving is becoming increasingly important in processing facilities. Although most 

common in continuous processes, energy integration has also become essential for batch 

processes. Batch plants have become more popular than ever in the processing 

environment. This is due to their inherent flexibility and adaptability to market 

conditions. This flexibility although may lead to complexities such as the need to 

schedule process tasks. Many current methods for energy saving in batch plants use a 

sequential methodology where the schedule is solved first and heat integration is then 

performed. This may lead to suboptimal results. In this chapter, the heat integration 

model is built upon the robust scheduling framework of Seid and Majozi (2012). This 

scheduling formulation has proven to lead to better results in the form of a better 

objective value, fewer required time points and reduced computational time. This is 

important as inclusion of heat integration into a scheduling model invariably complicates 

the solution process. The improved scheduling model allows the consideration of 

industrial size problems and allows the simultaneous optimization of both the process 

schedule and energy usage.             
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Both direct and indirect heat integration are considered as well as fixed and variable 

batch sizes.  

Keywords: Heat integration; Scheduling; Multipurpose batch plant; Energy 

optimization. 

2.1 Introduction  

Batch operations, even though they are becoming increasingly popular, are generally run 

on a smaller scale compared to continuous operations and utility requirements are 

therefore considered less significant. However, the utility requirements for the food 

industry, breweries, dairies, meat processing facilities, biochemical plants and 

agrochemical facilities contribute largely to their overall cost (Knopf et al., 1982; 

Mignon and Hermia, 1993; Tokos et al., 2010; Atkins et al., 2010; Fritzson and 

Berntsson, 2006; Boyadjiev et al., 1996; Rašković et al., 2010; Majozi, 2009). Energy 

savings have often been neglected in batch processes in the past and so large percentage 

savings are possible.  

Many heat integration techniques are applied to predefined schedules and suboptimal 

results are obtained. Early work on heat integration in batch processes (Vaselenak et al., 

1986) explored heat exchange between hot and cold vessels requiring cooling and 

heating, respectively, in order to reduce utility consumption. Vaklieva-Bancheva et al. 

(1996) considered direct heat integration with the objective of minimizing total costs. 

The resulting overall formulation was a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) 

problem, solved to global optimality, although only specific pairs of units were allowed 

to undergo heat integration. Instead of analyzing batch streams from a thermodynamic 

perspective, Uhlenbruck et al. (2000) proposed first synthesizing all possible heat 

exchanger networks using direct heat integration. The given schedule was divided into 

time and temperature intervals. One hot stream was allowed to exchange with one cold 

stream via a countercurrent heat exchanger. The heat recovery was improved further by 

including matches of residual and previously unmatched streams. The method could not 

achieve the thermodynamic optimum. Halim and Srinivasan (2009) discussed a 
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sequential method using direct heat integration. A number of optimal schedules with 

minimum makespan were found and heat integration analysis was performed on each. 

The schedule with minimum utility requirement was chosen as the best. It was argued 

that sequential procedures could lead to a higher number of practically implementable 

networks with an optimal schedule and are also more suitable for complex problems. 

For a more optimal solution, scheduling and heat integration may be combined into an 

overall problem. Papageorgiou et al. (1994) embedded a heat integration model within 

the scheduling formulation of Kondili et al. (1993). Opportunities for both direct and 

indirect heat integration were considered as well as possible heat losses from the heat 

storage tank. The operating policy, in terms of heat integrated or standalone, was 

predefined for tasks. This work was extended by Georgiadis and Papageorgiou (2001) to 

consider fouling of heat exchange units and the associated cleaning schedules and costs. 

Adonyi et al. (2003) used the ―S-Graph‖ scheduling approach (Sanmartí et al., 1998) and 

incorporated one to one direct heat integration. Heat integration was greatly improved 

with a small compromise in minimal makespan. Majozi (2006) presented a direct heat 

integration formulation based on the state sequence network (SSN) (Majozi and Zhu, 

2001) and an unevenly discretized time horizon. The heat integration formulation as 

given was, however, more suited to multiproduct applications rather than multipurpose 

facilities. This work was later extended (Majozi, 2009) to include heat storage for 

indirect heat integration. The heat storage capacity and initial storage temperature were, 

however, predefined parameters. Although this led to a mixed integer linear 

programming (MILP) formulation, suboptimal results were obtained. Chen and Chang 

(2009) extended the work of Majozi (2006) to periodic scheduling, based on the resource 

task network (RTN). The resultant direct heat integration formulation was a MILP 

problem. The SSN formulation of Majozi (2006) used fewer binary variables than the 

RTN approach for the heat integrated short term scheduling case, while achieving the 

same objective value. However, for the periodic case, all heat sources and sinks operated 

in integrated mode making the process more economical. Stamp and Majozi (2011) 

presented a simultaneous scheduling and heat integration formulation suitable for 
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multipurpose batch plants based on the work of Majozi (2009). A more detailed review 

on heat integration in batch plants can be obtained in the review by Fernández et al. 

(2012).  

The proposed model presented in this chapter aims to improve the efficiency in 

simultaneous scheduling and heat integration in multipurpose batch plants. This is done 

by using the robust scheduling formulation by Seid and Majozi (2012) which has proven 

to require fewer time points and reduced computational time compared to other models 

and may also lead to an improved objective value. This formulation can be found in the 

Appendix. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: the problem statement and 

objectives are given in the next section. The mathematical model is then discussed in 

Section 2.3. The model is then applied to two literature examples and an industrial case 

study in Section 2.4. Conclusions are then drawn highlighting the value of the 

contribution in Section 2.5.  

2.2 Problem statement and objectives 

The problem addressed in this work can be stated as follows: 

Given: 

(i) Production scheduling data, including equipment capacities, durations of tasks, 

time horizon of interest, product recipes, cost of starting materials and selling 

price of final products 

(ii) Hot duties for tasks requiring heating and cold duties for tasks that require 

 cooling 

(iii) Costs of hot and cold utilities 

(iv) Operating temperatures of heat sources and heat sinks 

(v) Minimum allowable temperature differences, and 

(vi) Design limits on heat storage 
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Determine: 

(a) An optimal production schedule where the objective is to maximize profit, 

defined as the difference between revenue and the cost of hot and cold utilities.  

(b) The size of heat storage available as well as the initial temperature of heat 

storage.  

2.3 Mathematical model 

The SSN recipe representation and an uneven discretization of the time horizon were 

used. The scheduling model by Seid and Majozi (2012) was used since it has proven to 

result in fewer binary variables, CPU time and a better optimal objective value compared 

to other scheduling models.  

The mathematical model is based on the superstructure in Figure 2.1. Each task may 

operate using either direct or indirect heat integration. Tasks may also operate in 

standalone mode, using only external utilities. This may be required for control reasons 

or when thermal driving forces or time do not allow for heat integration. If either direct 

or indirect heat integration is not sufficient to satisfy the required duty, external utilities 

may make up for any deficit.  

 

Figure 2.1. Superstructure for mathematical model. 
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The mathematical model comprises the following constraints: In addition to the 

necessary short term scheduling constraints by Seid and Majozi (2012), Constraints (2-1) 

to (2-45) constitute the heat integration model, useful for multipurpose batch processes 

with fixed and variable batch sizes. Both direct and indirect heat integration are 

considered.  

Constraints (2-1) and (2-2) are active simultaneously and ensure that one hot unit will be 

integrated with one cold unit when direct heat integration takes place, in order to simplify 

operation of the process. Also, if two units are to be heat integrated at a given time point, 

they must both be active at that time point. However, if a unit is active, it may operate in 

either integrated or standalone mode. 

   ,,,, 
cinj

hhc

s

injinjinj psypssx  hh inJinj SsPp  ,
           

                             (2-1) 

   ,,,, 
hinj

chc

s

injinjinj psypssx  
cc inJinj SsPp  ,                               (2-2) 

Constraint (2-3) ensures that only one hot or cold unit is heat integrated with one heat 

storage unit at any point in time. This is to simplify and improve operational efficiency in 

the plant. 

     
cinj hinj

hc

s s

injinj puszpusz ,1,,,, UuPp  ,                                          (2-3) 

Constraints (2-4) and (2-5) ensure that a unit cannot simultaneously undergo direct and 

indirect heat integration. This condition simplifies the operation of the process. 

    
hinj

chc

s

injinjinj puszpssx ,1,,,, UuSsPp cc inJinj  ,,                             (2-4) 

    
cinj

hhc

s

injinjinj puszpssx ,1,,,, UuSsPp hh inJinj  ,,                             (2-5) 

Constraints (2-6) and (2-7) quantify the amount of heat received from or transferred to 

the heat storage unit, respectively. There will be no heat received or transferred if the 

binary variable signifying use of the heat storage vessel,  pusz inj ,, , is zero.  
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          ,,,,,,, 0 puszpuTpuTcuWpusQ cc injfpinj  UuSsPp cc inJinj  ,,         
(2-6) 

          ,,,,,1,, 0 puszpuTpuTcuWpusQ hh injfpinj  UuSsPp hh inJinj  ,,  (2-7) 

Constraint (2-8) ensures that the final temperature of the heat storage fluid at any time 

point becomes the initial temperature of the heat storage fluid at the next time point. This 

condition will hold regardless of whether or not there was heat integration at the previous 

time point. 

   ,1,,0  puTpuT f UuPp  ,                                (2-8) 

Constraints (2-9) and (2-10) ensure that the heat storage temperature does not change if 

there is no heat integration with the heat storage unit. M  is any large number equivalent 

to the maximum temperature from all hot tasks, thereby resulting in an overall ―Big M‖ 

formulation. If either  pusz
cinj ,,  or  pusz

hinj ,,
 
is equal to one, Constraint (2-9) and 

Constraint (2-10) will be redundant. However, if these two binary variables are both zero, 

the initial temperature at the previous time point will be equal to the final temperature at 

the current time point if heat losses are ignored. 

        ,1,,1,,,,0 







  

cinj hinj

hc

s s

injinjf puszpuszMpuTpuT UuPp  ,    (2-9) 

        ,1,,1,,,,0 












  

cinj hinj

hc

s s

injinjf puszpuszMpuTpuT UuPp  ,   (2-10) 

Constraint (2-11) ensures that minimum thermal driving forces are obeyed when there is 

direct heat integration between a hot and a cold unit.  

      ,,,1min pssxMTsTsT
hcc

h
injinjinjinj   inJinjinj SssPp hc  ,,   (2-11) 

Constraints (2-12) and (2-13) ensure that minimum thermal driving forces are obeyed 

when there is heat integration with the heat storage unit. Constraint (2-12) applies for 

heat integration between heat storage and a heat sink, while constraint (2-13) applies for 

heat integration between heat storage and a heat source. 
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      ,1,,1, min  puszMTsTpuT
cc injinjf  UuSsPp cc injinj  ,,  

    (2-12)

      ,1,,1, min  puszMTpuTsT
hh injfinj  UuSsPp hh injinj  ,,   (2-13) 

Constraint (2-14) states that the cooling of a heat source will be satisfied by either direct 

or indirect heat integration as well as external utility if required. 

                 pscwpusQpstupstppsmupspsysE
hhhhhhhh injinjinjinjinjinjinjinj ,,,,,,,, 

),,( pssxx c

cinj

h inj

s

inj , UuSsPp hh inJinj  ,,                                        (2-14) 

Constraint (2-15) ensures that the heating of a heat sink will be satisfied by either direct 

or indirect heat integration as well as external utility if required. 

       psstpusQpstupstppspsysE ccccccc injinjinjinjinjinjinj ,,,)),(),(*)),(,(   

),,( pssxx c

hinj

h inj

s

inj  UuSsPp hh inJinj  ,,      (2-15) 

Constraint (2-16) states that the amount of heat exchanged between the hot and cold unit 

is limited by the total duration of the cold unit. 

             ,,,,),(,,, pstupstppsmupspsysEpssxx cchhhhch injinjinjinjinjinjinjinj    

hhcc inJinjinJinj S, sSP, s   p           (2-16) 

Constraint (2-17) ensures that the amount of heat transferred from the hot unit to the cold 

unit is limited by the duration of the hot unit. 

             ,,,,),(,,, pstupstppsmupspsysEpssxx hhccccch injinjinjinjinjinjinjinj  

hhcc inJinjinJinj S, sSsP,p          (2-17) 

Constraint (2-18) states that the amount of heat exchanged between the hot and cold unit 

takes a nonzero value if the binary variable  pssx hc injinj ,,  for direct heat integration takes 

a value of one, otherwise it becomes zero. 

   ,,,,, pssMxpssxx hcch injinjinjinj 
  hhcc inJinjinJinj S,  s, SsP,p 

                          
(2-18) 
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Constraints (2-19) and (2-20) ensure that the times at which units are active are 

synchronized when direct heat integration takes place. Finishing times for the tasks in the 

integrated units are the same. This constraint may be relaxed for operations requiring 

preheating or precooling and is dependent on the process. 

      ,,,1,, pssxHpstppstp hcch injinjinjinj   hhcc inJinjinJinj S,  s, SsP,p    (2-19) 

      ,,,1,, pssxHpstppstp hcch injinjinjinj 
hhcc inJinjinJinj S,  s, SsP,p    (2-20) 

Constraints (2-21) and (2-22) ensure that if indirect heat integration takes place, the time 

a unit is active will be equal to the time a heat storage unit starts either to transfer or 

receive heat. 

        ,,,,,, puszpsyHputupstu injinjinj  hc inJinJinj SSsUuPp ,,, 
 
(2-21) 

        ,,,,,, puszpsyHputupstu injinjinj 
hc inJinJinj SSsUuPp ,,, 

    
(2-22) 

Constraints (2-23) and (2-24) state that the time when heat transfer to or from a heat 

storage unit is finished will coincide with the time the task transferring or receiving heat 

has finished processing. 

        ,,,,,, puszpsyHputppstp injinjinj  hc inJinJinj SSsUuPp ,,,    (2-23) 

        ,,,,,, puszpsyHputppstp injinjinj  hc inJinJinj SSsUuPp ,,,      (2-24) 

Constraints (2-6) and (2-7) have trilinear terms resulting in a nonconvex mixed integer 

nonlinear programming (MINLP) formulation. The bilinearity resulting from the 

multiplication of a continuous variable with a binary variable may be handled effectively 

with the Glover transformation (Glover, 1975). This is an exact linearization technique 

and as such will not compromise the accuracy of the model. Using Constraints (2-25) and 

(2-26), Constraint (2-6) can be rewritten as Constraint (2-27). 

        ,,,1,,,, puszMpuspuTpuT hh injinjof  U  uSP  sp hh inJinj  
 
(2-25) 

        ,,,1,,,, puszMpuspuTpuT hh injinjof  U  uSP  sp hh inJinj  
  

(2-26) 
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      ,,,,, puscuWpusQ
hh injpinj  UuSsPp hh inJinj  ,,     (2-27) 

The heat storage capacity,  uW , is also a continuous variable and is multiplied with the 

continuous Glover transformation variable. This results in another type of bilinearity, 

which results in a nonconvex model. A method to handle this is a Reformulation-

Linearization technique (Sherali and Alameddine, 1992) as discussed by Quesada and 

Grossmann (1995). This is demonstrated for Constraint (2-27), resulting in Constraints 

(2-28) to (2-34). 

With lower and upper heat storage capacity and temperature bounds known 

  UL WuWW            (2-28) 

     uspusus hhh inj
U

injinj
L ,,,,         (2-29) 

  0,,  pus
hinj

L
          (2-30) 

          usWuWuspusWcpusQ hhhh inj
LL

inj
L

inj
L

pinj ,,,,,,     (2-31) 

          usWuWuspusWcpusQ hhhh inj
UU

inj
U

inj
U

pinj ,,,,,,      (2-32) 

          usWuWuspusWcpusQ hhhh inj
LU

inj
L

inj
U

pinj ,,,,,,     (2-33) 

          usWuWuspusWcpusQ hhhh inj
UL

inj
U

inj
L

pinj ,,,,,,     (2-34) 

The full linearization procedure is carried out for each of the trilinear terms. The 

linearization procedure for Constraint (2-7) is presented from Constraint (2-35) to (2-42).  

        ,,,1,,, puszMpspuTpuT cc injinjfo  UuSsPp cc inJinj  ,,   (2-35) 

        ,,,1,,, puszMpspuTpuT cc injinjfo  UuSsPp cc inJinj  ,,
   

(2-36) 

     uspusus ccc inj
U

injinj
L ,,,,         (2-37) 

  0,  us cinj
L

          (2-38) 

          usWuWuspusWcpusQ injc
LL

inj
L

inj
L

pinj ccc ,,,,,,     (2-39) 
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          usWuWuspusWcpusQ ccc inj
UU

inj
U

injc
U

pinj ,,,,,,     (2-40) 

          usWuWuspusWcpusQ injc
LU

injc
L

inj
U

pinj cc ,,,,,,     (2-41) 

          usWuWuspusWcpusQ ccc inj
UL

injc
U

inj
L

pinj ,,,,,,     (2-42) 

Bounds on the heat storage capacity will be determined by the available space in the 

plant, as batch plants usually operate in limited space. 

The objective function is defined in Constraint (2-43). The second and third terms are the 

costs for cooling water and steam, respectively. 

    ,,max hhcc
p

s

p QCQCpsqssprice  pp SP, sp      (2-43) 

 ,,
p s

injcc

cinj

pscwQ inJcinjc S sP p  ,        (2-44) 

 ,,
p s

injhh

hinj

psstQ
hh inJinj S sP p  ,        (2-45) 

2.4 Case studies  

In order to demonstrate the application of the proposed model, three literature case 

studies are now discussed. 

Case I  

This case study has been studied extensively in published literature (Papageorgio et al., 

1994; Majozi, 2006; Chen and Chang, 2009). It is a simple batch plant which produces 

one product using three unit operations (reaction, filtration and distillation). From Figure 

2.2, the reaction task requires two raw materials, raw A and raw B and gives heat during 

the course of the reaction. The intermediate product from the reaction is filtered to 

separate it from waste. Here it is assumed that the waste material is insignificant 

compared to the intermediate product from the filtration. The distillation task separates 

the intermediate product from filtration into product 1 and product 2 by using external 

heat in the reboiler. 
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The processing time, the maximum capacity of units, available storage and initial 

inventory for each state is given in Table 2.1. This plant exhibits an opportunity for 

energy saving by integration between the reaction task and distillation column if 

sufficient time for the production is chosen. From thermodynamic and experimental 

estimation the amount of utility is summarised in Table 2.2. A time horizon of 48 h was 

chosen to maximize the revenue. 

Reaction S3 Filtration S5 Distillation 

Feed A (S1)

Feed B (S2)

Product 1 (S7)

Product 2 (S6)

Waste (S4)

ReactProd FilterProd

0.6

0.4

(60 ton) (80 ton) (70 ton)

0.75

0.25

S3 S5

Feed A (S1)

Feed B (S2)

Product 1 (S7)

Product 2 (S6)

ReactProd FilterProd

0.6

0.4

0.75

0.25

Waste (S4)

State task network representation 

State sequence network representation 
 

Figure 2.2. State task network (STN) and state sequence network (SSN)  

representation for Case I. 
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Table 2.1. Scheduling data for Case I. 

Unit

Maximum 

capacity of 

unit (ton)

State
Initial 

inventory

Storage 

capacity

Selling 

price 

($/ton)

Reactor 60 S1 UL UL 0

S2 UL UL 0

Filter 80 S3 0 100 0

S5 0 100

Distiller 70 S6 0 UL 5

S7 0 UL 5  

UL = unlimited  

 

Table 2.2. Utility requirements for Case I. 

Task 
Utility 

requirement 
Operation Amount (ton/h) 

Duration of 

task (h) 

Utility cost 

($/ton) 

Reaction 
Cooling 

water 
Standalone hpsmu inj /)),(10.059.1(   2 4 

 

Cooling 

water 

Heat 

integrated 
hpsmu inj /)),(060.00.1(   3 4 

Filtration None Standalone ht/0  1 
 

Distillation Steam Standalone hpsmu inj /)),(0035.0044.0(   2 200 

 
Steam 

Heat 

integrated 
hpsmu inj /)),(0016.002.0(   2 200 

 

Results and discussion 

The proposed model for this case study was solved on a 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 personal 

computer using GAMS 22.0 with CPLEX as the MILP solver for fair comparison. The 

literature models were solved on a 2.0 GHz Pentium 4 using GAMS 22.3 with CPLEX as 

the MILP solver. The results for the literature models were taken directly from the paper 

of Chen and Chang (2009). The computational results for this case study are presented in 

Table 2.3. For a standalone operation, the proposed model and the model of Chen and 

Chang (2009) perform almost equally well and better than the model of Majozi (2006). 

In the heat integrated mode, all the models get the same optimal objective value of 

3644.6, which is an improvement of 18% from the standalone scenario. The proposed 
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model gave the lowest CPU time compared to the other literature models (34 s for the 

proposed model vs 9812.7 s for Majozi (2006) and 272 s for Chen and Chang (2009)). 

Chen and Chang (2009) reduce the computational time for this problem by task 

decomposition which is problem specific and applied only for this case study. The 

amount of material processed by a task and the starting and finishing times of tasks are 

shown in Figure 2.3. 

Table 2.3. Computational results for Case I. 

 

 

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48

60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60 60

70 70 70 70 80 40 80 60 70 70 20 50 80 60

70 70 70 70 70 50 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70

Tasks

Distillation 

Filtration 

Reaction 

Time (h)

 

Figure 2.3. Gantt chart for Case I, heat integrated operation. 

 

 Standalone  Heat-integrated 

 
Papageorgiou 

et al. (1994) 

Majozi 

(2006) 

Chen & 

Chang 

(2009) 

Proposed  
Papageorgiou 

et al. (1994) 

Majozi 

(2006) 

Chen & 

Chang 

(2009) 

Chen & Chang 

(2009) 

(Decomp.) 

Proposed 

Binary variables 142 72 72 118  188 96 244 186 138 

Objective value 2944.1 3081.8 3081.8 3081.8  3644.6 3644.6 3644.6 3644.6 3644.6 

Product 1 (t) 945 990 990 990  720 720 720 720 720 

Product 2 (t) 315 330 330 330  240 240 240 240 240 

Steam (t) 10.4 10.9 10.9 10.9  3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 

Cooling water (t) 318.8 334 334 334  107.2 107.2 107.2 107.2 107.2 

Margin of 

Optimality (%) 
5 0 0 0  5 < 1.3 < 5.36 0 0 

Integrality gap (%) 4.76 0 0 0  0.37 0 0 0 0 

CPU time (s) N/A 24.5 0.375 0.203  N/A 9812.7 272 0.859 37 
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Case II  

This example, which was first examined by Sundaramoorthy and Karimi (2005), is 

studied extensively in literature. It is a relatively complex problem and is often used in 

literature to check the efficiency of models in terms of optimal objective value and CPU 

time required. The plant has many common features of a multipurpose batch plant, with 

the following features: units performing multiple tasks, multiple units suitable for a task, 

states shared by multiple tasks and different products produced following different 

production paths. The state task and state sequence representations for this case study are 

depicted in Figure 2.4. The scheduling data are modified to incorporate heat integration 

opportunities and are presented in Tables 2.4 and 2.5. Data necessary for heat integration 

are presented in Table 2.6. 
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Figure 2.4 (a) STN representation and (b) SSN representation for Case II. 

 

 

Table 2.4. Scheduling data for Case II. 

Unit Capacity Suitability Mean processing time (h) 

Heater 100 H1, H2 1, 1.5 

Reactor 1 100 RX1, RX2, RX3 2, 1, 2 

Reactor 2 150 RX1, RX2, RX3 2, 1, 2 

Separator 300 Separation 3 

Mixer 1 200 Mixing 2 

Mixer 2 200 Mixing 2 
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Table 2.5. Scheduling data for Case II.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

State Description 
Storage capacity 

(ton) 
Initial amount (ton) 

Revenue 

(cu/ton) 

S1 Feed 1 unlimited unlimited 0 

S2 Feed 2 unlimited unlimited 0 

S3 Intermediate 1 100 0 0 

S4 Intermediate 2 100 0 0 

S5 Intermediate 3 300 0 0 

S6 Intermediate 4 150 50 0 

S7 Intermediate 5 150 50 0 

S8 Feed 3 unlimited unlimited 0 

S9 Intermediate 6 150 0 0 

S10 Intermediate 7 150 0 0 

S11 Feed 4 unlimited unlimited 0 

S12 Product 1 unlimited 0 1000 

S13 Product 2 unlimited 0 1000 

 Parameters Values   

Specific heat capacity for heat storage 

(kJ/kg°C) 
4.2   

Steam cost (cu/kWh) 10   

Cooling water cost (cu/kWh) 2   

(°C) 10   

(°C) 20   

(°C) 180   

(ton) 1   

(ton) 3   

 

pc

minT

LT

UT

LW

UW
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     Table 2.6. Heating/cooling requirements for Case II. 

Reaction Type 
Heating/cooling 

requirement (kWh) 
Operating temperature (ºC) 

  
Fixed batch size 

 
RX1 exothermic 60 (cooling) 100 

RX2 endothermic 80 (heating) 60 

RX3 exothermic 70 (cooling) 140 

  
Variable batch size 

 
RX1 exothermic ),(25.05 psmu inj  cooling 100 

RX2 endothermic ),(6.020 psmu inj
 
heating 60 

RX3 exothermic ),(3.05 psmu inj
 
cooling 140 

 

Results and discussion 

In order to compare the results, the same computer as that used by Stamp and Majozi 

(2011), a Pentium 4 with 3.2 GHz processor and 512MB RAM was used. CPLEX and 

CONOPT 2 and GAMS 22.0 were used to solve the MILP and nonlinear programming 

problem (NLP) problems, respectively. DICOPT 2 was used as the interface for solving 

the MINLP problem. The computational results for this case study are presented in Table 

2.7. 

The proposed model and the model of Stamp and Majozi (2011) achieve the same 

optimal objective value of 222 000 for standalone operation in a similar CPU time. For 

direct heat integration, the proposed model gets an optimal objective value of 222 660, 

which looks inferior compared to the objective value of 222 840. This is because the 

model of Stamp and Majozi (2011) does not consider the offset time utility requirements 

if the heat integrated operations have different durations. It is better explained with the 

Gantt chart obtained for direct heat integration by the model of Stamp and Majozi (2011) 

in Figure 2.5. The model assumes there is no need for cooling water required by Reaction 

3 in Reactor 1, since it is integrated with Reaction 2 in Reactor 2. However, as it can be 

seen in the Gantt chart, there must be some amount of cooling water for the duration of 
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Reaction 3 when it is not in the integration mode. The feasible Gantt chart for this 

scenario for the proposed model is given in Figure 2.6.  

For indirect heat integration, using a time horizon of 10 h, both models give the same 

optimal objective value of 224 000 and the proposed model gives a better CPU time. It is 

interesting to note that by having heat storage, the utility requirement is reduced to 0.0 

signifying that operating a heat integrated batch plant with heat storage is the best way to 

reduce the utility load.  
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Figure 2.5. Gantt chart for direct heat integration using the model of Stamp and 

Majozi (2011), for Case II. 
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Figure 2.6. Gantt chart for direct integration for a time horizon of 10 h, proposed 

model. 

 

For a time horizon of 12 h, the model by Stamp and Majozi (2011) required more than 

two days to solve, while the proposed model significantly reduced the required CPU 

time. (15.4 s for the proposed model vs. 238 640 s for Stamp and Majozi, 2011). A better 

optimal objective value of 287 858 was obtained by the proposed model as compared to 

287 640 by Stamp and Majozi (2011). This indicates that the use of efficient scheduling 
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techniques as a platform for a heat integration model improves the computational 

efficiency, both in terms of CPU time and optimal objective value for heat integration in 

multipurpose batch plants. 

The amount of material processed, the starting and finishing times, the amount of heat 

exchanged between units and heat storage and the utility requirements of the units for a 

time horizon of 12 h is given in Figure 2.7. The shaded boxes indicate that the unit is 

integrated with storage. The model was extended for solving with variable batch sizes in 

this case study in order to avoid the limitations posed by fixing the batch size (Stamp and 

Majozi (2011)). Table 2.8 shows the results obtained for variable batch size using the 

proposed model. For 10 h and 12 h time horizons, the proposed model solved in a few 

seconds of CPU time. For variable batch size, for both time horizons, the objective 

values were significantly higher than for fixed batch size showing that it is better to 

operate the plant using variable batch sizes. 
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Figure 2.7 Gantt chart for indirect heat integration, proposed model. 
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Table 2.7. Computational results for Case II, fixed batch size with units operating at 

80% capacity.  

Standalone 

operation, 

Stamp and 

Majozi 

(2011)

Standalone 

operation, 

Proposed

Direct heat 

integration, 

Stamp and 

Majozi 

(2011)

Direct heat 

integration, 

Proposed

Indirect 

heat 

integration, 

Stamp and 

Majozi 

(2011)

Indirect heat 

integration, 

Proposed

Performance index 

(cost units)
222 000 222 000 222 840 222 660 224 000 224 000

External cold duty 

(kWh)
200 200 130 195 0 0

External hot duty 

(kWh)
160 160 90 95 0 0

Heat storage 

capacity (ton)
1.905 1.905

Initial heat 

storage 

temperature (
o
C)

82.5 82.5

CPU time (s) 5.3 1 5.2 1.24 68 7.8

Binary variables 66 101 114 125 156 161

Time points 7 6 7 6 7 6

Performance index 

(cost units)
285 860 285 860 286 540 286 100 287 640 287 858

External cold duty 

(kWh)
270 270 130 300 130 70

External hot duty 

(kWh)
160 160 120 130 10 0

Heat storage 

capacity (ton)
5 1.905

Initial heat 

storage 

temperature (
o
C)

87.143 82.5

CPU time (s) 7.7 1.9 10.2 3.3 238 896 15.3

Binary variables 99 155 171 183 206 189

Time points 9 7 9 7 11 7

H = 10

H = 12
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             Table 2.8. Computational results for variable batch size, Case II. 

 

Standalone 

operation, 

Proposed 

Direct heat 

integration, 

Proposed 

Indirect 

heat 

integration, 

Proposed 

H = 10 

Performance index (cost units) 418 450 418 999 419 998 

External cold duty (kWh) 255 160 0 

External hot duty (kWh) 104 69 0 

Heat storage capacity (ton) 
  

1.238 

Initial heat storage temperature (
o
C) 

  
81.3 

CPU time (s) 2 14 16.1 

Binary variables 101 125 161 

Time points 6 6 6 

H = 12 

Performance index (cost units) 607 365 608 417 609 998 

External cold duty (kWh) 337.5 300 0 

External hot duty (kWh) 196 130 0 

Heat storage capacity (ton) 
  

1.143 

Initial heat storage temperature (
o
C) 

  
75.694 

CPU time (s) 1.9 26 124 

Binary variables 119 147 189 

Time points 7 7 7 

 

Case III – Industrial Case Study 

The STN for the process is shown in Figure. 2.8 (a) and the SSN is shown in Figure. 2.8 

(b). The scheduling data may be obtained from Tables 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. The plant 

consumes 55% of the steam utility in an agrochemical facility. Each of the units 

processes a fixed batch size of eight tons, 80% of design capacity. The process requires 

three consecutive chemical reactions, which take place in four available reactors. 

Reaction 1 takes place in either Reactor 1 or Reactor 2 and takes two hours. The 

intermediate from Reaction 1 is then transferred either to Reactor 3 or Reactor 4, where 

two consecutive reactions take place. Reaction 2 takes three hours and Reaction 3, one 

hour. Reaction 2 is highly exothermic. For operational purposes, these two consecutive 

reactions take place in a single reactor. Both the second and third reactions form sodium 
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chloride as a byproduct. The intermediate from Reaction 3 is transferred to one of three 

Settlers, to separate the sodium chloride from the aqueous solution containing the active 

ingredient. This process takes one hour. This salt-free solution is then transferred to one 

of two Evaporators, where steam is used to remove excess water from the product, which 

takes three hours. This water is dispensed with as effluent. The final product is collected 

in storage tanks before final formulation, packaging and transportation to customers. This 

is an example of a sequential, mainly multiproduct process. The temperatures for the 

exothermic second reaction (150°C) and endothermic evaporation stage (90°C) allow for 

possible heat integration. Necessary heat integration data for the industrial case study 

may be found in Table 2.12, with heating and cooling requirements summarised in Table 

2.13.  

Table 2.9. Scheduling data for industrial case study. 

State 
Storage capacity 

(ton) 

Initial amount 

(ton) 

Revenue 

(cu/ton) 

s1 Unlimited unlimited 0 

s2 Unlimited 0 0 

s3 100 0 0 

s4 100 0 0 

s5 300 0 0 

s6 150 0 100 

s7 150 0 0 

s8 Unlimited 0 0 

s9 unlimited  unlimited  0 

s10 unlimited  unlimited 0 

s11 Unlimited unlimited 0 
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Figure 2.8. STN (a) and SSN (b) representation for Case III. 
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Table 2.10. Scheduling data for industrial case study. 

Unit Capacity Suitability Mean processing time (h) 

R1 10 RX1 2 

R2 10 RX1 2 

R3 10 RX2, RX3 3, 1 

R4 10 RX2, RX3 3, 1 

SE1 10 Settling 1 

SE2 10 Settling 1 

SE3 10 Settling 1 

EV1 10 Evaporation 3 

EV2 10 Evaporation 3 

 

Table 2.11. Stoichiometric data for industrial case study. 

State Ton/ton output Ton/ton product 

s1 0.20  

s9 0.25  

s10 0.35  

s11 0.20  

s7  0.7 

s8  1 

                              

        Table 2.12. Heat integration data for industrial case study. 

Parameter Value 

Specific heat capacity, pc  (kJ/kg°C) 4.2 

Product selling price (cu/ton) 100 

Steam cost (cu/ton) 15 

Cooling water cost (cu/ton) 8 

minT  (°C) 5 

LW  (ton) 0.2 

UW  (ton) 1 
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            Table 2.13. Heating/cooling requirements for industrial case study. 

Reaction Type 
Heating/Cooling 

Requirement (ton) 

Operating 

Temperature (ºC) 

RX2 exothermic 5 (cooling) 150 

Evaporation endothermic 4 (heating) 90 

 

Results and discussion  

The computational results for the different models based on a continuous time framework 

are shown in Table 2.14. The computational results for the literature models are taken 

from Chen and Chang (2009). The case study is solved for a time horizon of 15 h for a 

fixed batch size, 80% of the maximum capacity of the units. The result for the proposed 

model for this case study was solved on a 1.8 GHz Pentium 4 personal computer using 

GAMS 22.0 with CPLEX as the MILP solver, for fair comparison. The literature models 

were solved on a 2.0 GHz Pentium 4 using GAMS 22.3 with CPLEX as the MILP solver. 

For both cases, direct and indirect heat integration, the proposed model gave a better 

CPU time compared to the other literature models. For the heat integrated model an 

optimal objective value of 1267 was obtained which is an improvement of 18.3% 

compared to standalone operation, for which an optimal objective value of 1071 was 

obtained. The steam requirement was reduced from 12 ton in standalone operation to 0 

ton and the cooling water decreased from 20 ton to 18 ton. The proposed model was 

extended to solve for indirect heat integration and gave an optimal objective value of 

1355.8, which is 26.6% better when compared to the standalone operation. The use of 

heat storage as a medium to integrate the different batch processes if the processes are 

not performed at the same time will help in reducing utility requirement. The Gantt chart 

for a time horizon of 15 h for indirect heat integration using the proposed model is 

depicted in Figure 2.9. The bold boxes represent heat integration between processing 

units and the shaded boxes represent heat integration between processing units and heat 

storage. 
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Figure 2.9 Gantt chart using indirect heat integration for Case III, propose model. 
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Table 2.14. Computational results for fixed batch size, Case III. 

 

Standalone 

operation, 

Majozi 

(2006) 

Standalone 

operation, 

Chen and 

Chang 

(2009) 

Standalone, 

Proposed 

Direct heat 

integration, 

Majozi 

(2006) 

Direct heat 

integration, 

Chen and 

Chang 

(2009) 

Direct heat 

integration, 

proposed 

Indirect 

heat 

integration, 

Proposed 

H = 16 
 

Performance 

index (cost 

units) 

1060 1071 1071 1256 1267 1267 1355.76 

External 

cold duty 

(kWh) 

12 12 20 18 18 18 7 

External hot 

duty (kWh) 
20 20 12 0 0 0 0 

CPU time 

(s) 
26 64.67 16.7 26 113.8 0.54 267 

Margin of 

optimality 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Time points 11 11 8 11 11 8 8 

 

2.5 Conclusions  

An efficient continuous time mathematical model for direct and indirect heat integration 

is presented. Most heat integration models rely on a predefined schedule, which leads to 

suboptimal results. This work incorporates heat integration into the scheduling 

framework and the model is then capable of solving for both direct and indirect heat 

integration. By using a heat storage vessel, a considerable reduction in utility 

consumption is achieved. Application of the proposed formulation with indirect heat 

integration to an industrial case study showed a 26.6% improvement in objective 

function compared to standalone operation. Different case studies were used to test the 

performance of the proposed model and it was found that the model is computationally 

superior, both in terms of optimal objective value and CPU time. 
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Nomenclature  

Sets 

 

J  = { j | j  is a processing unit} 

cJ  = { cj | cj  is a processing unit which may conduct tasks requiring heating} 

hJ  = { hj | hj  is a processing unit which may conduct tasks requiring cooling} 

P  = { p | p  is a time point} 

S  = { s | s  is any state} 

pS  = { ps | ps  is any state which is a product} 

inJS  = { injs | injs  is any task} 

cinJS  = { cinjs | cinjs  is a task requires heating}  

hinJS  = { hinjs | hinjs  is a task requires cooling} 

U  = {u |u  is a heat storage unit} 

 

Continuous variables 

 

 pscw hinj ,  =   external cooling required by unit hj  conducting the task 

    corresponding to state hinjs  at time point p  

 pusQ inj ,,   =  heat exchanged with heat storage unit u  at time point p  

 psst
cinj ,   =  external heating required by unit cj  conducting the task 

    corresponding to state 
cinjs  at time point p  

 puT ,0   =  initial temperature in heat storage unit u  at time point p  

 puT f ,   =  final temperature in heat storage unit u  at time point p  

 putu ,   =  time at which heat storage unit commences activity 

 putp ,   =  time at which heat storage unit ends activity 
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 pstu inj ,   =  time at which a task start in unit j  

 pstp inj ,   =  time at which a task finishes in unit j  

 uW    =  capacity of heat storage unit u  

 psmu inj ,   =  amount of batch processed by a task in unit j  

 psqs ,   =  amount of state s stored at time point p 

 pssxx ch injinj ,,  = amount of heat exchange at between the cold and hot task at time 

point p.  

cQ   =  total amount of external cooling required during the scheduling 

horizon considered 

hQ   =  total amount of external heating required during the scheduling 

horizon considered 

 pusinj ,,   =  Glover Transformation variable 

 

Binary variables 

 

 
 pssx hc injinj ,,  =  1   if unit cj  conducting the task corresponding to state 

cinjs  is 

     integrated with unit hj  conducting the task corresponding 

     to state 
hinjs  at time point p  

    0   otherwise 

 

 psy inj,   =  1   if a task start in unit j  at time point p  

    0   otherwise 

 

 pusz inj ,,   =  1   if unit j  conducting the task corresponding to state injs  is 

     integrated with storage unit u  at time point p  

    0   otherwise 
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Parameters 

pc   =  specific heat capacity of heat storage fluid  

 
injsE   = constant coefficient of amount of heat required by or removed from unit  

   j  conducting the task corresponding to state injs
 

 psinj,  = variable coefficient of amount of heat required by or removed from unit j  

   conducting the task corresponding to state injs
 

M   =  any large number 

 
injsT   =  operating temperature for processing unit j  conducting the task 

   corresponding to state injs  

LT   =  lower bound for heat storage temperature 

UT   =  upper bound for heat storage temperature 

minT  =  minimum allowable thermal driving force 

 
injs   =  duration of the task corresponding to state injs  conducted in unit j  

LW   =  lower bound for heat storage capacity 

UW   =  upper bound for heat storage capacity 

 usinj
L ,  =  lower bound for Glover transformation variable  

 usinj
U ,  =  upper bound for Glover transformation variable  

cC  = cost unit for cooling water 

hC  = cost unit for steam 

H  = time horizon of interest  

 psprice  price of a product 
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CHAPTER 3 

Simultaneous Optimization of Energy and Water Use in 

Multipurpose Batch Plants 

Abstract 

Major contributors to the overall running costs of multipurpose batch plants such as 

breweries, dairies, biochemical plants and agrochemical facilities are water and heating 

and cooling utilities. Water is used for process equipment cleaning, when the equipment 

is switched from one task to another due to the inherent sharing of equipment by 

different tasks. Heating and cooling are also unavoidable aspects of many plant facilities. 

There are operations where heat is generated and others where heat is required. This 

presents an opportunity for energy integration. 

Energy and water optimization problems in multipurpose batch plants have been treated 

as separate entities in literature. The batch production schedule resulting from each 

formulation does not guarantee that the plant is operated optimally. Consequently, it is 

necessary to develop a formulation that simultaneously minimizes wastewater and 

external heating and cooling utilities. This would result in a production schedule with 

minimum cost. 

This work presents a formulation that minimizes both water and energy, while 

simultaneously optimizing the batch process schedule. The scheduling framework used 

in this study is based on the formulation by Seid and Majozi (2012). This formulation has 

shown significant reduction in computational time while improving the objective 
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value. From a case study it was found that through only applying water integration the 

total cost is reduced by 11.6%, by applying only energy integration the total cost is 

reduced by 29.1% and by applying both energy and water integration the total cost is 

reduced by 34.6%. This indicates that optimizing water and energy integration in the 

same scheduling framework will reduce the operating cost and significantly lessen the 

process environmental impact. 

Keywords: Wastewater minimization, energy integration, heat storage, multipurpose 

batch plant 

3.1 Introduction  

In recent years, batch processes have been getting more attention due to their suitability 

for the production of small volume, high value added products. The flexibility of batch 

plants allows the production of different products within the same facility. Despite the 

advantage of batch plants being flexible, they also pose a challenging task to design, 

synthesize and operate, compared to their continuous counterparts. Considerable 

advancement has been made for scheduling of batch operations as compared to 

minimizing energy and wastewater. In the past, batch industries could tolerate high 

inefficiencies in energy and water consumption due to the high value of final products 

which outstripped the production costs. However, greater public awareness of the impact 

of industrial pollution, more stringent environmental regulations and escalating raw 

materials, energy, and waste treatment costs have now encouraged the introduction of 

measures for more sustainable operations (Halim and Srinivasan, 2011). Since 

scheduling, energy and wastewater minimization for multipurpose batch plants go hand 

in hand, published work in those areas are reviewed. 

3.1.1 Scheduling of batch plants  

Significant research has been done on developing mathematical models to improve batch 

plant efficiency. The substantial advancement in modern computers allows the possibility 

of handling large and more complex problems by using optimization techniques. 

Excellent reviews of current scheduling techniques based on different time 
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representations and associated challenges have been conducted (Méndez et al., 2006; 

Floudas and Lin, 2004; Shaik, 2006). In the reviews, with regard to time representation, 

the models are classified as slot based, event based and precedence based (sequence-

based). In the slot based models the time horizon is divided into ‗‗nonuniform unknown 

slots‘‘ and tasks start and finish in the same slot (Pinto and Grossmann, 1994; Lim and 

Karimi, 2003; Liu and Karimi, 2008). On the other hand, slot models exist that use 

nonuniform unknown slots where tasks are allowed to continue to the next slots 

(Schilling and Pantelides, 1996; Karimi and McDonald 1997; Reddy et al., 2004; 

Sundaramoorthy and Karimi, 2005; Erdirik-Dogan and Grossmann, 2008; Susarla et al., 

2010). The event based models can also be categorized into those that use uniform 

unknown events, where the time associated with the events is common across all units, 

(Maravelias and Grossmann, 2003; Castro et al., 2004) and those that use unit specific 

events where the time associated with the events can be different across the units 

(Ierapetritou and Floudas, 1998; Majozi and Zhu, 2001; Janak and Floudas, 2008; Shaik 

et al., 2006; Shaik and Floudas, 2009; Li et al., 2010).
 
The heterogeneous location of 

events across the units gives fewer event points as compared to both the global event 

based and slot based models. As a result, unit specific event based models are 

computationally superior.
 
The sequence-based or precedence-based representation uses 

either direct precedence (Hui and Gupta, 2000; Liu and Karimi, 2007) or indirect 

precedence sequencing of pairs of tasks in units (Méndez et al., 2000, 2001; Méndez and 

Cerdá, 2003; Ferrer-Nadal et al., 2008). The models do not require pre-postulation of 

events and slots. Seid and Majozi (2012)
 
presented a mixed integer linear programming 

(MILP) formulation based on the state sequence network and unit specific time points, 

which can handle proper sequencing of tasks and fixed intermediate storage (FIS) policy. 

The model results in a reduction of event or time points required and as a result, give 

better performance in terms of objective value and CPU time required when compared to 

previous literature models. 
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3.1.2 Energy integration in batch plants 

A common feature of many batch plants is that they utilize fossil fuels as the energy 

source. The dependence of these batch plants on fossil fuels as the energy source results 

in increasing energy cost and negatively impacts on the environment. Improving energy 

use through process integration could be a solution to efficient use of energy. Energy 

savings in batch plants were neglected in the past because it was believed that they were 

not as large in magnitude as in continuous cases. A detailed literature review in this area 

was presented in Section 2.1 of Chapter 2. 

3.1.3 Wastewater minimization in batch plants 

Wastewater is generated in batch plants during cleaning of multipurpose equipment and 

when water is used as a solvent. Tight environmental regulations and increased public 

awareness demand that batch plants consider rational use of water during their operation. 

Many researchers have developed methodologies for the efficient use of water through 

direct reuse, indirect reuse and regeneration of wastewater. Direct reuse consists of 

recycle and reuse. Recycle refers to the reuse of an outlet wastewater stream from a 

processing unit in the same unit, while reuse refers to the use of an outlet wastewater 

stream from a processing unit in another processing unit. Indirect reuse is when 

wastewater is temporarily stored in a storage vessel and later reused in a processing unit 

requiring water. The optimization of the batch production schedule, water reuse and 

wastewater treatment in one single problem has been developed by Cheng and Chang, 

(2007). At the end of the optimization, the production schedule, the number and sizes of 

buffer tanks and the physical configuration of the pipeline network were obtained. The 

time horizon was also discretized in this work.  

Majozi and Gouws (2009) addressed wastewater minimization problems with multiple 

contaminants. In this method, the batch production schedule and the minimum 

wastewater target were obtained simultaneously making this methodology more rigorous. 

However, wastewater regeneration was not considered. Adekola and Majozi (2011). 
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extended the work of Majozi and Gouws (2009) by incorporating wastewater 

regeneration for further improvement of water utilization. 
 

From the review it can be seen that wastewater minimization and heat integration in 

batch plants are addressed separately. As far as the knowledge of the author is concerned 

single research work was presented by Halim and Srinivasan (2011) to address this 

literature gap. The overall problem is decomposed into three parts scheduling, heat 

integration and water reuse optimization and solved sequentially. Batch scheduling is 

solved first to meet an economic objective function. Next, alternate schedules are 

generated through a stochastic search based integer cut procedure. For each resulting 

schedule, minimum energy and water reuse targets are established and networks 

identified.  

In this work a contribution is made to close the literature gap by simultaneously solving 

energy integration and wastewater minimization problems in the same scheduling 

framework. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 defines the 

problem statement. Section 3.3 describes the detailed mathematical formulation. Section 

3.4 describes the application of the mathematical model to literature problems. Finally 

conclusions are drawn from this work. 

3.2 Problem statement 

Given 

i) The production recipe (STN or SSN representation) 

ii) The capacity of units and the type of tasks each unit can perform  

iii) The maximum storage capacity for each material  

iv) The task processing times 

v) Hot duties for tasks requiring heating and cold duties for tasks that require cooling 

vi) Operating temperatures of heat sources and heat sinks 

vii) Minimum allowable temperature differences 

viii) The material‘s heat capacity  

ix) The units‘ washing times 
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x) The mass load of each contaminant 

xi) The concentration limits of each contaminant 

xii) The costs of raw materials, products and utilities 

xiii) The scheduling horizon (for profit maximization problem) 

xiv) Production demand (for makespan minimization problem) 

Determine: 

a) The production schedule (i.e. allocation of tasks to units, timing of all tasks and batch 

sizes), 

b) The heat exchange configuration and 

c) The direct water-reuse network. 

3.3 Mathematical formulation 

The SSN recipe representation and an uneven discretisation of the time horizon were 

used. The scheduling model by Seid and Majozi (2012) was adopted since it has proven 

to result in fewer binary variables, CPU time and a better optimal objective value 

compared to other scheduling models. 

3.3.1 Heat integration model 

The mathematical model is based on the superstructure in Figure 3.1. Each task may 

operate using either direct or standalone mode by using only external utilities. If direct 

integration is not sufficient to satisfy the required duty, external utilities may makeup for 

any deficit. The model in this chapter is different from the one presented in Chapter 2 

because it caters for the temperature change in a processing task during its operation 

whereas the model in the previous chapter only works for a task operated with a constant 

or very small variation in temperature. 
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Figure 3.1. Superstructure for the energy integration. 

 

Constraints (3-1) and (3-2) are active simultaneously and ensure that one hot unit will be 

integrated with one cold unit when direct heat integration takes place, in order to simplify 

operation of the process. It is also possible for one unit to integrate with more than one 

unit at a given time point when ignoring the summation notation. Also, if two units are to 

be heat integrated at a given time point, they must both be active at that time point. 

    cchh

cinj

hhc inJinjinJinj

s

injinjinj Ss  SsPppppsypppssx  ,,,,,,,,

     

(3-1)

 

    cchh

hinj

chc inJinjinJinj

s

injinjinj Ss  SsPppppsypppssx  ,,,,,,,,
 
                      (3-2) 

For better understanding, the difference between time point p and extended time point pp 

is explained using Figure 3.2. If a unit j that is active at time point p is integrated with 

more than one unit in different temperature and time intervals, an extended time point pp 

must be defined Unit j1 active at time point p can be integrated with units j2 and j3 in 

different time and temperature intervals. At the beginning, unit j1 is integrated with unit 

j2 at time point p and the extended time point pp is the same as time point p. Later j1 is 

integrated with unit j3 in another time interval where extended time point pp equals to 

p+1. pp is equal to or greater than time point p and less than or equal to n+p, where n is a 

parameter which is greater than or equal to zero. If n equals 2 then a unit that is active at 

Vessel A (hot)

Vessel B (cold) 

External 

cooling

External 

heating
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time point p can be integrated in three different intervals. The model should be solved 

starting from n equals zero and adding one at a time until no better objective value is 

achieved. 

 

Figure 3.2. Differentiating time point p and extended time point pp.  

 

Constraint (3-3) describes the amount of cooling load required by the hot unit from its 

initial temperature to its target temperature. In the event where the temperature in the 

reactor unit is fixed during exothermic reaction, the heat load becomes the product of the 

amount of mass that undergoes reaction and the heat of reaction.  

       hh
hinjhinjhhh inJinj

out

s

in

sinjinjinj SP,  s pTTscppsmupscl    ,,,
 
                              (3-3) 

Constraint (3-4) describes the amount of heating load required by the cold unit from its 

initial temperature to its target temperature. In the event where the temperature in the 
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reactor unit is fixed during endothermic reaction, the heat load becomes the product of 

the amount of mass that undergoes reaction and the heat of reaction. 

       ccinjccinjccc inJinj
in

s

out

sinjinjinj SsP,   pTTscppsmupshl   ,,,                                 (3-4) 

Constraints (3-5) and (3-6) describe the average heat flow for the hot and cold unit 

during the processing time respectively. This is the same as time average (TAM) model 

to address the energy balance during heat integration properly. 

        
hhhhhh inJinjinjinjinjinj SP,  s ppstupstppsavclpscl  ,,,,,
  

                          (3-5) 

        
cccccc inJinjinjinjinjinj SP,  s ppstupstppsavhlpshl  ,,,,,
   

                          (3-6) 

Constraints (3-7) and (3-8) define the heat load at time point p and extended time point 

pp for the cold and hot unit respectively. 

        
cccccc inJinjinjinjinjinj SP,  spp ppppstuupppstpppsavhlpppshlp  ,,,,,,,,,
 
(3-7) 

         hhhhhh inJinjinjinjinjinj SP,  spp ppppstuupppstpppsavclpppsclp  ,,,,,,,,,
 
(3-8) 

Constraints (3-9) and (3-10) are used to calculate the temperature of the hot and cold unit 

at the intervals. 

          
hhhhhhh inJinjinj

out

inj

in

injinjinj SP,  spp ppppsTpppsTscppsmupppsclp  ,,,,,,,,, (3-9) 

          
cccccc inJinjinj

out

inj

in

injinjinjc SP,  spp ppppsTpppsTscppsmupppshlp  ,,,,,,,,, (3-10) 

Constraint (3-11) states that the amount of heat exchanged by the hot unit with the cold 

units should be less than the cooling load required during the interval. 

   
cchhh

cinj

ch inJinjinJinjinj

s

injinj Ss  SP,  spp ppppsclppppssQl  ,,,,,,,,

 

              (3-11) 

Constraint (3-12) states that the amount of heat exchanged by the cold unit with the hot 

units should be less than the heat load required during the interval. 

   
cchhc

hinj

ch inJinjinJinjinj

s

injinj Ss  SP,  spp ppppshlppppssQl  ,,,,,,,,

   

           (3-12) 
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Constraints (3-13) and (3-14) state that the temperature of a unit at the start of an interval 

should be equal to the temperature at the end of the previous interval. 

   
hhhh inJinjinj

out

inj

in SP,  spp ppppsTpppsT  ,,1,,,,                                       (3-13) 

   
cccc inJinjinj

out

inj

in SP,  spp ppppsTpppsT  ,,1,,,,                                       (3-14) 

Constraints (3-15) and (3-16) state that the temperature at the start of the first interval, 

which is time point p, which is also pp, should be equal to the initial temperature of the 

task. 

    hhhh inJinjinj
in

inj
in SP,  sppppp psTpppsT  ,  ,,,,

   
                                  (3-15) 

    inJcinjinj
in

inj
in SsP,ppppp psTpppsT ccc      ,,,,                                     (3-16) 

Constraints (3-17) and (3-18) ensure that the minimum thermal driving forces are obeyed 

when there is direct heat integration between a hot and a cold unit.  

      

cchh

chch

inJinjinJinj

injinj

U

inj

out

inj

in

SsSP,  spp p

pppssxTTpppsTpppsT





  ,,

,,,,1,,,,
                           (3-17) 

      

cchh

chch

inJinjinJinj

injinj

U

inj

in

inj

out

SsSP,  spp p

pppssxTTpppsTpppsT





  ,,

,,,,1,,,,

 
                          (3-18) 

Constraints (3-19) to (3-22) ensure that the times at which units are active are 

synchronized when direct heat integration takes place. 

      

cchh

chch

inJinjinJinj

injinjinjinj

SsSP,  spp p

pppssxMpppstuupppstuu





  ,,

,,,,1,,,,
                                       (3-19) 

      

cchh

chch

inJinjinJinj

injinjinjinj

SsSP,  spp p

pppssxMpppstuupppstuu





  ,,

,,,,1,,,,
                                       (3-20) 

      
cchh

chch

inJinjinJinj

injinjinjinj

SsSP,  spp p
pppssxMpppstpppppstpp




  ,,
,,,,1,,,,                                      (3-21) 
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cchh

chch

inJinjinJinj

injinjinjinj

SsSP,  spp p
pppssxMpppstpppppstpp




  ,,
,,,,1,,,,                                      (3-22) 

Constraints (3-23) and (3-24) express the starting time of the heating load required for 

the cold unit and cooling load required for the hot unit at the first interval should be equal 

to the starting time of the hot and cold unit.   

   
hhhh inJinjinjinj SP,  spp ppstupppstuu  ,,,,,                                                     (3-23) 

   
cccc inJinjinjinj SsP, pp ppstupppstuu    ,,,,,                                                    (3-24) 

Constraints (3-25) and (3-26) state that the starting time of heating and cooling in an 

interval should be equal to the finishing time at the previous interval. 

   
hhhh inJinjinjinj SP,  spp ppppstpppppstuu  ,,1,,,,                                        (3-25) 

    cccc inJinjinjinj SsP,  pp ppppstpppppstuu   ,,1,,,,                                    (3-26) 

Constraint (3-27) ensures that if heat integration occurs, the heat load should have a 

value that is less than the maximum amount of heat exchangeable. When the binary 

variable associated with heat integration takes a value of zero, no heat integration occurs 

and the associated heat load is zero. 

   
cchhchch inJinjinJinjinjinj

U

injinj Ss  SP,  spp ppppssxQpppssQl  ,,,,,,,,,           (3-27) 

Constraints (3-28) and (3-29) state that if the binary variable associated with heat 

integration is active, then the binary variable associated with heating and cooling must be 

active. 

    cchhhch inJinjinJinjinjinjinj SsSP,  spp ppppsypppssx    ,,,,,int,,,
   

            (3-28) 

    cchhcch inJinjinJinjinjinjinj SsSP,  spp ppppsypppssx    ,,,,,int,,,
 
              (3-29) 

Constraints (3-30) and (3-31) state that the heating and cooling loads take on a value for 

a certain duration when the binary variables associated with heating and cooling are 

active. 
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      hhhhh inJinjinjinjinj SP, spp ppppsHypppstuupppstpp  ,,,,int,,,,
  
        (3-30) 

      ccccc inJinjinjinjinj SP, spp ppppsHypppstuupppstpp  ,,,,int,,,,           (3-31) 

Constraints (3-32) and (3-33) state that temperature changes in the heating and cooling 

units take place when the binary variables associated with heating and cooling are active. 

       

hh

hhhh

inJinj

injinj

U

inj

out

inj

in

SP,  spp p

pppsysTpppsTpppsT





,

,,,,,,,

                                           (3-32) 

       

cc

cccc

inJinj

injinj

U

inj

in

inj

out

SP,  spp p

pppsysTpppsTpppsT





,

,,,,,,,

                                            
(3-33) 

Constraint (3-34) states that the cooling of a hot unit will be satisfied by direct heat 

integration and external cooling utility if required. 

     

cchh

cinj

chhh
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(3-34) 

Constraint (3-35) states that the heating of a cold unit will be satisfied by direct heat 

integration and external heating utility if required. 
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(3-35) 

3.3.2 Wastewater minimization model 

The superstructure on which the wastewater minimization model is based is depicted in 

Figure 3.3. Only the water using operations which are part of a complete batch process 

are depicted. Unit j represents a water using operation in which the water used can 

consist of freshwater, reuse water or reuse and freshwater. Water from unit j can be 

reused elsewhere or sent to effluent treatment.
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Figure 3.3. Superstructure for water usage. 

 

Constraint (3-36) defines the amount of water entering the unit as the sum of freshwater 

and reuse water from other units.  

     
inJinj'inj

s

injinjinjinj S,sP,  s ppssmrwpsmfwpsmwin
inj

    ,,,,,
'

'
                    (3-36) 

Constraint (3-37) states that the amount of water leaving the unit is equal to the sum of 

reuse water sent to other units and water sent to effluent treatment. 

     
inJinj'injinj

s

injinjinj S,sP,  s ppsmewpssmrwpsmwout
inj

 ,,,,,
'

'
                  (3-37) 

Constraint (3-38) is the water balance around the unit and states that the amount of water 

entering the unit equals the amount of water leaving the unit. 

    inJinjinjinj SP,  s ppsmwoutpsmwin  ,,,
 
                                                       (3-38) 

Constraint (3-39) defines the inlet contaminant load as the mass of contaminant, entering 

with reuse water. 

        inJinj'injinjinj

s

injinjinj S,sP,  s ppssmrwpscoutpsmwinpscin
inj

  ,,,,,,,, ''

'

(3-39) 
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Constraint (3-40) states that the amount of contaminant leaving the unit equals the sum of 

the contaminant entering into the unit and the contaminant removed from the process.   

           
inJinj

injinjinjinjinjinj

SP,  s p
psmwinpscinpsmusSMCpscoutpsmwout


 ,,,,,,,,

    
(3-40) 

Constraint (3-41) ensures that the amount of reused water from unit j to other units does 

not exceed the maximum allowable water in the receiving units. It also indicates whether 

water from unit j is reused or not.   

      inJinj'injinjinjinj
U

ininjinj S,sP,  s ppssyresWpssmrw  ,,,,, '''                             (3-41) 

Constraint (3-42) ensures that the reuse of water from unit j in other units can occur only 

if the units are active. 

    inJinj'injinjinjinj S,sP,  s ppsypssyre  ,,,, ''                                                     (3-42) 

Constraint (3-43) gives the upper bound on the water entering into unit j. It also ensures 

that water enters into the unit only if it is active. 

      inJinjinjinj
U

ininj SP,  s ppsysWpsmwin  ,,,                                                   (3-43) 

In Constraints (3-44) and (3-45), wastewater can only be directly reused if the finishing 

time of the unit producing wastewater and the starting time of the unit receiving 

wastewater coincide.  

      inJinj'injinjinjinjinj S,sP,  s ppssyreHpstpwpstuw  ,,,*,, ''                       (3-44) 

      inJinj'injinjinjinjinj S,sP,  s ppssyreHpstpwpstuw  ,,,*,, ''
        

              (3-45) 

Constraint (3-46) defines the finishing time of the washing operation as the starting time 

of the washing operation added to the duration of washing. 

        inJinjinjinjinjinj SP,  s ppsyswpstuwpstpw  ,,,,                                       (3-46) 

Constraint (3-47) and (3-48) ensure that the starting time of a task in a unit is greater than 

the finishing time of the washing operations. 
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    *' ,1,, inJinjinjinj SP,  s ppstpwpstu                                                              (3-47) 

    *' ,',',1,', inJinjinjinjinjinjinj Sss  sP,  s ppstpwpstu                                     (3-48) 

Constraint (3-49) stipulates that the starting time of the washing operation in a unit 

occurs after the completion of the task in the unit. 

    inJinjinjinj SP,  s ppstppstuw  ,,,
    

                                                              (3-49) 

Constraints (3-50) and (3-51) ensure that the inlet and outlet concentrations do not 

exceed the maximum allowable concentration.  

    inJinjinj
U

inj SP,  s pscinpscin  ,,,,                                                         (3-50) 

    inJinjinj
U

inj SP,  s pscoutpscout  ,,,,
 
                                                   (3-51) 

Constraint (3-52) is the objective function in terms of profit maximization, with profit 

defined as the difference between revenue from product, cost of utility, raw material cost, 

freshwater cost and effluent treatment cost.  
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Constraint (3-53) defines minimization of energy and wastewater if the product demand 

is known.  
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3.4 Case studies  

Case studies from published literature were selected to demonstrate the application of the 

proposed model. The results from the proposed model were obtained using CPLEX 9 as 

MILP solver and CONOPT 3 as NLP solver in DICOPT interface of GAMS 22.0 and 

were solved using a 2.4 GHz, 4 GB of RAM, Acer TravelMate 5740G computer. 

Case study I 

This case study has been investigated extensively in published literature. It is a simple 

batch plant requiring only one raw material to yield a product as depicted in the state task 

network (STN) representation in Figure 3.4. The plant comprises of five units and two 

intermediate storage units. The conversion of the raw material into product is achieved 

through three sequential processes. The first task can be performed in two units (j1and 

j2), the second task can be performed only in unit j3 and the third task can be performed 

in units j4 and j5. Task 1 and 2 require cooling during their operation, while task 3 

requires heating. The cooling and heating demands are satisfied by external utilities and 

through heat integration. The operational philosophy requires that the units are cleaned 

before the next batch is processed. Both freshwater and reuse water can be used as 

cleaning agents. Table 3.1 gives the capacities of the units, durations of processing and 

washing tasks, initial availability of states, storage capacities and selling prices and costs 

for the states. Table 3.2 gives data pertaining to initial and target temperatures for the 

tasks, specific heat capacities for the states, maximum inlet and outlet contaminant 

concentrations which are unit dependent and the specific contaminant loads.    
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Figure 3.4. STN representation of a simple batch plant producing one product. 

 

 

Table 3.1. Scheduling data for case study I. 

Task (i ) Unit (j )

Max 

batch size 

(kg)

Total 

operation 

time (h)

Washing 

time (h)

Material 

state (m)

Intial 

inventory 

(kg)

Max storage 

(kg)

Revenue or 

cost ($/kg or 

$/MJ)

Task 1 Unit 1 100 1.5 0.25 A 1000 1000 0

Unit 2 150 2 0.3 B 0 200 0

Task 2 Unit 3 200 1.5 0 C 0 250 0

Task 3 Unit 4 100 1 0.25 D 0 1000 5

Unit 5 150 1.5 0.3 Wash water 0.1

Waste water 0.05

Cooling water 0.02

Steam 1

 

Table 3.2. Energy and cleaning requirements for case study I. 

Task (i ) Unit (j ) Cp(kJ/kg
o
C)

Max inlet 

concentration 

(ppm)

Max outlet 

concentration 

(ppm)

Contaminant 

loading (g 

contaminant/kg 

batch)

Task 1 140 60 Unit 1 4 500 1000 0.2

Unit 2 4 50 100 0.2

Task 2 60 40 Unit 3 3.5 - - 0.2

Task 3 40 80 Unit 4 3 150 300 0.2

Unit 5 3 300 2000 0.2

Cooling water 20 30

Steam 170 160

 CT oin

sinj
 CT oout

sinj

 

Cooling Washing HeatingCooling Washing

140 C

A

(m=1)

Task 1

(i=1)

J1={Unit 1, Unit 2}

60 C

B

(m=2)

40 C

C

(m=3)

80 C

D

(m=4)

Task 2

(i=2)

J2={Unit 3}

Task 3

(i=3)

J3={Unit 4, Unit 5}
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Results and discussion   

The computational results for case study I using the proposed model for the different 

scenarios and literature result from Halim and Srinivasan (2011) are presented in Table 

3.3. For the scenario without energy and water integration, the total cost of utilities was 

$293.5. Applying only water integration, the total cost obtained was $259.5, which is an 

11.6% reduction, compared to the standalone operation without energy and water 

integration. For the scenario with energy integration only, a total cost of $208 was 

obtained, which is a 29.1% reduction compared to the standalone operation. The last 

column shows the results obtained with combined energy and water integration solved 

simultaneously giving a total cost of $191.8, which is a 34.6% saving compared to the 

standalone operation. These results show that in order to achieve the best economic 

performance, the scheduling problem has to be solved simultaneously considering both 

water and energy integration. The performance of the proposed model was compared to 

the sequential optimization technique by Halim and Srinivasan (2011) which resulted in 

an overall cost of $239.5, which is an 18.4% saving, much less than the 34.6% saving 

obtained by the proposed model. The efficiency of the proposed model can be attributed 

to solving the scheduling problem while incorporating water and energy integration in 

the same framework and using the recent efficient scheduling technique by Seid and 

Majozi (2012). Figure 3.5 details the possible amount of energy integration between the 

cold and hot units and the time intervals during which energy integration occurred.  
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Table 3.3 Computational results for case study I. 

 

Proposed 

formulation 

without water 

and energy 

integration 

Proposed 

formulation  

with water 

integration 

Proposed 

formulation  

with energy 

integration 

Halim & 

Srinivasan 

(2011) with 

water and 

energy 

integration 

Propsed  

formulation 

with water 

and energy 

integration 

Profit ($) 4706.5 4740.5 4791.5 4 764.1 4 808.2 

Steam (MJ) 120 120 36.63 43.9 39 

Cooling water (MJ) 390 390 281.2 313.9 309 

Total freshwater (kg) 1105 878.2 1105 1238.4 977.7 

Revenue from product ($) 5000 5000 5000 5000 5000 

Cost of steam ($) 120 120 36.63 43.9 39 

Cost of cooling water ($) 7.8 7.8 5.623 6.3 6.2 

Cost of freshwater ($) 110.5 87.8 110.5 123.8 97.7 

Cost of wastewater ($) 55.25 43.9 55.2 61.9 48.9 

Total cost ($) 293.5 259.5 208 235.9 191.8 

CPU time (s) 2.3 5000 5000 not reported 5000 

 

The energy requirements of unit j2 and unit j4 during the interval 3.2 h to 5 h is 

highlighted to elaborate on the application of the proposed model. The cooling load of 

unit j2 between 3.2 h and 4.9 h was 32 MJ. This is partly satisfied through energy 

integration with unit j4 in the same time interval, resulting in an external cooling 

requirement of 26.8 MJ rather than 32 MJ if it operated in standalone mode. At the 

beginning of the operation of unit j2 from 3.2 h to 4.25 h, the cooling requirement was 

19.76 MJ. This value was obtained using the time average model by multiplying the 

duration (4.25 h – 3.2 h) and the energy demand per hour (32 MJ/1.7 h (total duration of 

the task) = 18.823 MJ) where the cooling requirement is fully satisfied by external 

cooling. For the rest of its operation between 4.25 h to 4.9 h, the cooling requirement was 

12.24 MJ, satisfied partly with energy integration (5.2 MJ) and the difference by external 
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cooling. The heating requirement of unit j4 when it is operated during the interval 4.25 h 

to 5 h was 6 MJ. From 4.25 h to 4.9 h the steam requirement was 5.2 MJ obtained from 

the time average model. This heating requirement was fully satisfied during the interval, 

by integrating with the hot unit j2. The rest of the heating, 0.8 MJ, required during its 

operation between 4.9 h to 5 h was satisfied by external steam.   

Figure 3.6 shows the amount of contaminant removed, freshwater usage, amount of 

reused water and wastewater produced from washing the necessary units. The washing 

operation of unit j2 between 4.9 h and 5.2 h required 200 kg of freshwater to remove a 

contaminant load of 20 g, producing water with a contaminant concentration of 100 ppm. 

Part of this water produced from unit j2, 50 kg, was used for cleaning unit j4 to remove a 

contaminant load of 10 g. This was possible because the outlet concentration from unit j2 

(100 ppm) was lower than the maximum inlet contaminant concentration (150 ppm) for 

unit j4. From Figure 3.6 the total amount of reused water was 358.23 kg minimizing the 

water usage from 1105 kg (without water integration) to 977.7 kg (with water 

integration). This resulted in a saving of 11.5 % freshwater usage and wastewater 

produced. 
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Figure 3.5. energy integration for the time horizon of 12 h for case study I. 
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Figure 3.6. Water network with water integration within the time horizon of 12 h 

for case study I. 

The amount of material produced, the starting and finishing times of the processes and 

washing tasks are shown in Figure 3.7 in the form of a Gantt chart.  
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Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

100 100 100 100 100 100

150 85100 65

50 200 200 160

4050 100 100 10

150 150 100 150 150

(50)
(100)

(100)

(28.57)

(17.65)

200 190

(28.57)(17.65)

Time (h)

 

Figure 3.7. Gantt chart for the time horizon of 12 h incorporating energy and water 

integration for case study I. 

 

Case study II 

This case study obtained from Kondili et al. (1993) has become one of the most 

commonly used examples in literature. However, this case study has been adapted by 

Halim and Srininvasan (2011) to include energy and water integration. The batch plant 

produces two different products sharing the same processing units, where Figure 3.8 

shows the plant flowsheet. The unit operations consist of preheating, three different 

reactions and separation. The plant accommodates many common features of 

multipurpose batch plants such as units performing multiple tasks, multiple units suitable 

for a task and dedicated units for specific tasks. The STN and SSN representations of the 
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flowsheet are shown in Figure 3.9. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 give the required data to solve the 

scheduling problem. The production recipe is as follows: 

1. Raw material, Feed A, is heated from 50 
o
C to 70 

o
C to form HotA used in reaction 2  

2. Reactant materials, 50% Feed B and 50% Feed C are used in reaction 1 to produce 

IntBC. During the reaction the material has to be cooled from 100 
o
C to 70 

o
C  

3. 60% of the intermediate material, IntBC, and 40% of HotA are used in reaction 2 to 

produce product 1 and IntAB. The process needs to be heated from 70 
o
C to 100 

o
C 

during its operation 

4.  20% of the reactant, Feed C, and 80% of intermediate, IntAB, from reaction 2 are 

used in reaction 3 to produce ImpureE. The reaction needs its temperature to be raised 

from 100 
o
C to 130 

o
C during its operation   

5. The separation process produces 90% product 2 and 10% IntAB from Impure E. 

Cooling water is used to lower its temperature from 130 
o
C to 100 

o
C  

The processing time of a task i in unit j is assumed to be linearly dependent, Bii    on 

its batch size B. Where 
i  is a constant term of the processing time of task i and 

i  is a 

coefficient of variable processing time of task i. The batch dependent processing time 

makes this case study more complex. Table 3.4 gives the relevant data on coefficients of 

processing times, the capacity of the processing units, duration of washing, initial 

inventory of raw materials, storage capacity and relevant costs. Four contaminants are 

considered in the case study. The maximum inlet and outlet concentrations are given in 

Table 3.5. The production demand is given as 200 kg for both Prod1 and Prod2. This is a 

multi-objective optimization problem where the following are optimized: makespan, 

energy and water consumption. 
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Figure 3.8. Flowsheet for case study II. 
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Figure 3.9. STN (a) and (b) SSN representation for case study II. 
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Table 3.4. Scheduling data for case study II. 

Task (i ) Unit (j )

Max 

batch 

size (kg)

Washing 

time

Material 

state (s )

Initial 

inventory

Max 

storage 

(kg)

Revenue 

or cost 

($/kg or 

$/MJ)

Heating (H) HR 100 0.667 0.007 0 Feed A 1000 1000 10

Reaction-1 (R1) RR1 50 1.334 0.027 0.25 Feed B 1000 1000 10

RR2 80 1.334 0.017 0.3 Feed C 1000 1000 10

Reaction-2 (R2) RR1 50 1.334 0.027 0.25 HotA 0 100 0

RR2 80 1.334 0.017 0.3 IntAB 0 200 0

Reaction-3 (R3) RR1 50 0.667 0.013 0.25 IntBC 0 150 0

RR2 80 0.667 0.008 0.3 ImpureE 0 200 0

Separation (S) SR 200 1.334 0.007 0 Prod1 0 1000 20

Prod2 0 1000 20

Wash water 0.1

Wastewater 0.05

Cooling water 0.02

Steam 1

 injs  injs

 

 

Table 3.5. Data required for energy and water integration.   

 

 

 

Task (i ) Unit (j ) Cp (kJ/kgºC)

Contaminants 

(ar,br,cp and 

dw) loading 

(g 

contaminant/

kg batch)

ar br cp dw ar br cp dw

Heating (H) 50 70 HR 2.5

Reaction-1 100 70 RR1 3.5 300 500 800 400 700 800 1200 900 0.2

RR2 3.5 300 500 800 400 700 800 1200 900 0.2

Reaction-2 70 100 RR1 3.2 700 600 300 400 1200 1000 600 800 0.2

RR2 3.2 700 600 300 400 1200 1000 600 800 0.2

Reaction-3 100 130 RR1 2.6 500 200 400 300 800 500 700 900 0.2

RR2 2.6 500 200 400 300 800 500 700 900 0.2

Separation 130 100 SR 2.8

Cooling water 20 30

Steam 170 160

Max inlet 

concentraion (ppm)

Max outlet concentraion 

(ppm)
 CT oin

sinj

 CT oout

injs
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Results and discussion  

The computational statistics for this case study using the proposed model and results 

obtained by Halim and Srinivasan (2011) are presented in Table 3.6. For makespan 

minimization an objective value of 19.5 h was obtained using the proposed model, which 

is better than 19.96 h obtained by Halim and Srinivasan (2011). Using the makespan 

obtained, the case study was solved using the different scenarios for water minimization, 

energy minimization and the simultaneous minimization of energy and water by setting 

customer requirement for Product 1 and Product 2.  

The total energy and freshwater required for the standalone operation were 125.5 MJ and 

357.94 kg, respectively. For the scenario of water integration only, allowing the use of 

reuse water the total cost was $112, resulting in 12.2% saving when compared to the 

standalone operation which had a total cost of $127.52. By using only energy integration 

the total energy requirement was reduced from 125.5 MJ in standalone operation to 64.56 

MJ, resulting in a 48.6% energy saving and a total cost saving of 24.4%.  

For the case of simultaneous optimization of energy and water, a significant total cost 

saving was obtained compared to energy integration alone and water integration alone. A 

total cost saving of 29.4% was obtained, compared to the standalone operation. The 

performance of the proposed model was also compared to the technique by Halim and 

Srinivasan (2011), a total cost of $103 was found using their technique which is higher 

than $89.96 obtained using the proposed model. Furthermore, the proposed technique is 

very easy to adopt as opposed to their approach which required 3500 MILP iterations to 

find the best schedule compared to only 3 MILP iterations in a specified MILP CPU time 

of 1000 s. This complex case study was solved in a reasonable total specified CPU time 

of 5000 s.  
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Table 3.6. Computational results for case study II. 

 

 

Figure 3.10 shows the Gantt chart related to the optimal usage of energy and water. It 

also indicates the types of tasks performed in each unit, the starting and finishing times of 

the processes and washing tasks and the amount of material processed in each batch. 

 

Proposed 

formulation 

without water 

and energy 

integration 

Proposed 

formulation  

with water 

integration 

Proposed 

formulation  

with energy 

integration 

Halim & 

Srinivasan 

(2011) 

with water 

and energy 

integration 

Proposed  

formulation 

with water 

and energy 

integration 

Objective ($) 127.5 112 96.4 103.3 90 

Steam (MJ) 75.3 75.3 44.9 61.4 43 

Cooling water (MJ) 50.2 50.2 19.7 35.4 17.8 

Total freshwater (kg) 357.94 238.1 341.3 275.1 310.9 

Revenue from product ($) 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 

Cost of steam ($) 75.3 75.3 44.9 61.4 43 

Cost of cooling water ($) 1 1 0.4 0.7 0.4 

Cost of freshwater ($) 35.8 23.8 34.1 27.5 31.1 

Cost of wastewater ($) 17.9 11.9 17.1 13.8 15.5 

Total cost ($) 127.5 112 96.4 103.3 90 

Number of time 

points/slots 
11 11 11 N/A 11 

CPU time (s) 5,000 5,000 5,000 
not 

reported 
5,000 
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Figure 3.10. Resulting production schedule for case study II with direct heat 

integration and direct water reuse. 

 

3.5 Conclusions  

In the presented method, wastewater minimization and heat integration were both 

embedded within the scheduling framework and solved simultaneously, thus leading to a 

truly flexible process schedule. Results from case studies show that profit maximization 

together with heat integration and wastewater minimization gave a much better overall 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

84.43 47.57 68

R1 (50) R1 (50) R1 (50) R1 (45.23)
R3 

(47.38)

R3 

(50)
R2 (50)

R3 

(50)

R1 (70.88) R2 (80) R2 (80) R2 (52.35) R2 (77.7)
R3 

(80)
R2 (80)

 37.5 33.29 151.43

HR

RR1

RR2

SR

Units

Time (h)

R2 (79.96)

R1 (33.9)

2.47 

MJ

4.18 

MJ

2.16 

MJ

3.44 

MJ

2.8 

MJ

2.35 

MJ

1.32 

MJ
1.27 

MJ
7.68 MJ

4.72 MJ
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economic performance. From the case studies a better objective value was achieved 

using the proposed model compared to a sequential based method. 

Nomenclature  

Sets 

hinJS                                   {
hinjs |

hinjs task which needs cooling} 

cinJS                                   {
cinjs |

cinjs task which needs heating} 

inJS                                   { injs | injs any task } 

P                                       { p | p time point} 

winJS                                  {
winjs |

winjs task which needs washing afterwards} 

Parameters  

 
hinjscp                             Specific heat capacity for the heating task 

 
cinjscp                             Specific heat capacity for the cooling task 

in

s
hinj

T                                   Inlet temperature of the heating task 

out

s
hinj

T                                   Outlet temperature of the heating task 

in

s cinj
T                                   Inlet temperature of the cooling task 

out

s cinj
T                                   Outlet temperature of the cooling task 

UT                                  Maximum thermal driving force  

T                                    Minimum thermal driving force  

M                                      Big-M mostly equivalent to the time horizon 

UQ                                    Maximum heat requirement from the heating and cooling task  

 injsSMC                         Specific contaminant load produced by a task  

 
inj

U

in sW                            Maximum water inlet to a processing task  

 injsw                              Minimum duration required for a washing task  
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 ,inj

Max scin                   Maximum inlet contaminant concentration allowed for  

contaminant    

 ,inj

Max scout                Maximum inlet contaminant concentration allowed for 

contaminant    

 psprice                         Price of a product  

H                                    Time horizon of interest 

costfw                            Cost of freshwater 

costew                         Cost of effluent water 

costst                           Cost of steam 

costcw                          Cost of cooling water 

Variables  

 pppssx hc injinj ,,,

       

Binary variable signifying whether heat integration occurs 

between the hot and cold unit  

 psy
hinj ,

                    

Binary variable associated to whether the hot state is active at time 

point p or not  

 psy
cinj ,

                     

Binary variable associated to whether the cold state is active at 

time point p or not  

 pppsy inj ,,int

          

Binary variable associated to whether the hot and cold states are 

active at time point p and extended time point pp 

 pssyre injinj ,, '

            

Binary variable associated with reuse of water from unit j to j’ at 

time point p  

 pscl
hinj ,

 
                   Cooling load required by the hot task at time point p 

 pshl
cinj ,

 
                  Heating load required by the cold task at time point p 

 psavcl
hinj ,

               
 Average cooling load required by the hot task at time point p using 

time average model 
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 psavhl
cinj ,

               
 Average heating load required by the cold task at time point p 

using time average model 

 psmu
hinj ,

                 
 Amount of material processed by the hot task 

 psmu
cinj ,

 
                 Amount of material processed by the cold task 

 psq p

s ,
 
                    Amount of product stored in a storage unit 

 pstp inj ,
                   

 Finishing time of a task 

 pstu inj ,
 
                   Starting time of a task 

 pppsclp hinj ,,
 
          Cooling load required by the hot task active at time point p and 

extended time point pp 

 pppshlp cinj ,,
 
          Heating load required by the cold task active at time point p and 

extended time point pp 

 pppstuu inj ,,
 
           Starting time of a task active at time point p and extended time 

point pp  

 pppstpp inj ,,
 
           Finishing time of a task active at time point p and extended time 

point pp  

 pppsT inj

in ,,
 
            Inlet temperature of a task active at time point p and extended time 

point pp  

 pppsT inj

out ,,
          

 Outlet temperature of a task active at time point p and extended 

time point pp 

 pppssQl
ch injinj ,,,

      

Amount of heat load exchanged by the hot and cold unit active at 

time point p and extended time point pp 

 pscw
hinj ,

                  

External cooling water used by the hot task  

 psst
cinj ,

                    

External heating used by the cold task  

 psmwin inj ,

              

Mass of water entering to wash a unit after a task is performed 

 psmwout inj ,

            

Mass of water leaving after washing  
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 psmfw inj ,

                

Mass of freshwater entering to a unit  

 pssmrw injinj ,, '

          

Mass of water recycled from unit j to another unit j’  

 psmew inj ,

                

Mass of water entering to effluent treatment produced from 

washing  

 pscin inj ,,

             

Inlet contaminant concentration at time point p 

 pscout inj ,,

           

Outlet contaminant concentration at time point p 

 pstuw inj,

                  

Starting time of washing operation for unit j  

 pstpw inj,

                  

Finishing time of washing operation for unit j  
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CHAPTER 4 

Design and Synthesis of Multipurpose Batch Plants Using a 

Robust Scheduling Platform 

Abstract  

The increasing interest in multipurpose batch plants is evident, because of their inherent 

flexibility to cope with an ever changing market environment. These plants are easily 

reconfigured for product modifications to cover a wide range of operating conditions. 

They are also suitable to produce different products within the same facility. In spite of 

this advantage, the design, synthesis and scheduling of multipurpose batch plants can be 

challenging tasks. This work addresses design, synthesis and scheduling simultaneously. 

It is known that the scheduling platform employed, has a significant impact on the 

computational performance of the overall model of the design and synthesis of batch 

plants. The scheduling model by Seid and Majozi (2012) is extended to incorporate 

design and synthesis, since it is proven to result in better computational efficiencies. 

Computational studies are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed model. 

A comparison with earlier formulations shows that better computational times and 

objective functions are obtained. 

Keywords: process synthesis, batch plant design, multipurpose batch plant 
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4.1 Introduction  

There is a great deal of interest for manufacturing of fine chemicals, pharmaceutical 

products, polymers and food and beverage using batch operations because of the 

advantage  of producing low-volume, high quality products, flexibility to adopt complex 

operations due to fast market change and suitability to manufacture different products 

using the same facility. In these batch facilities the different products compete for the 

available resources like equipment, utilities, manpower and storage, which makes the 

design and operation of this plant a challenging task. The conceptual design problem 

must determine the number and capacity of the major processing equipment items, 

utilities and storage tanks so as to meet these design and production objectives at the 

lowest possible capital and operating cost. The modeling and solution of multipurpose 

batch processes has received considerable attention in the last two decades. The literature 

review which follows covers published work under two major headings the basic design 

and extended design.  

4.1.1 Basic grass root design for multipurpose batch plants 

Literatures under this category considered simple choice of equipments and associated 

scheduling. The formulation of Suhami and Mah (1982) was based on the work of 

Grossmann and Sargent (1979) for multi-product batch plants. A two level problem is 

derived where the upper level is characterized by the definition of production campaigns 

using a heuristic procedure, and the lower level includes the design problem with 

additional constraints resulting in a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) 

problem deciding allocation of tasks to units during the time of planning. Klossner and 

Rippin (1984) looked into the unique assignment case and enumerated all possible 

product configurations by solving a set partitioning problem followed by the solution of a 

MINLP for each configuration. The set partitioning problem was further studied by Imai 

and Nishida (1984) who presented an improved heuristic procedure to solve it. However, 

no comparative results were presented. 
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Vaselenak et al. (1987) avoided the two-stage nature of the above approaches by 

proposing a super- structure embedding all possible product configurations. However, a 

major difficulty appears to be associated with the derivation of the limiting set of 

production time constraints, the so called horizon-constraint. A more complete 

formulation based on a theory of linear inequalities was presented by Faqir and Karimi 

(1989) where for every case involving a unique production route the equivalent horizon 

constraints are identified. This work was later extended (Faqir and Karimi, 1990) to 

multiple production routes assuming unique task-unit allocations with discrete batch size 

equipment. Cerda et al. (1989) proposed a more general problem than the ones 

mentioned above. Here, the restrictive assumption that all units within a stage must be 

allocated to a task if the stage itself is allocated to the same task was relaxed. 

Papageorgaki and Reklaitis (1990) proposed a MILP formulation which accommodates 

equipment used in and out of phase, units available with different sizes in a processing 

stage and task can be processed in different units. Most of the previous published works 

were restricted to the following key assumptions: (a) there is a pre specified assignment 

of equipment items to product tasks, (b) parallel production is only allowed for products 

that have no common equipment requirements, (c) all units of a given type are identical 

and can be used in the out-of-phase mode, (d) all units of a given type are devoted to the 

production of only one product at a time. Shah and Pantelides (1991) presented a 

formulation incorporating long-term campaign planning. Previous work was limited to 

all the processing steps involved in the manufacturing of a product taking place within 

any campaign producing it. This is relaxed with the use of intermediate storage to 

decouple the manufacturing of each product into several stages each of which can be run 

independently in campaign mode. 

Voudouris and Grossmann (1996) presented a formulation for a special class of 

sequential multipurpose batch plants where not all the products use the same processing 

stages. A cyclic schedule was implemented that has the effect of aggregating the number 

of batches for each product in order to allow the consideration of problems of practical 

size. It is shown that the no-wait characteristics of substrains can be exploited with a 
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reduction scheme that has the effect of greatly decreasing the dimensionality of the 

problem. This reduction scheme can be complemented with a tight formulation of the 

underlying disjunctions in the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem to 

reduce the computational expense.  

Xia and Macchietto (1997) presented a general formulation considering linear/nonlinear 

models for capital cost of processing units/storage vessels and processing task models 

with fixed, linear and nonlinear processing time in a general form. The formulation 

resulted in a MINLP solved by a stochastic MINLP optimizer. A short-term scheduling 

model was implemented based on a discrete time representation which allowed batches 

of a product to be processed in any sequence. 

Barbosa-Povoa and Pantelides (1997) developed a model for single campaign structure 

with fixed product slate is assumed within a non-periodic operation. A resource-task 

network (RTN) scheduling framework by Pantelides (1994) was used as a platform. The 

model allows a detailed consideration of the design problem taking into account the 

trade-offs between capital costs, revenues and operational flexibility. The optimal 

solution involves the selection of the required processing and storage equipment items. 

Lin and Floudas (2001) presented a formulation based on the scheduling formulation of 

Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998) using a unit specific event point and continuous time 

representation. The formulation addressed a single campaign production approach where 

multiple batches of a product can be produced in the given time horizon. A comparison 

with earlier formulations was given. Heo et al. (2003) developed a three step procedure 

for the design of multipurpose batch plants using cyclic scheduling. The first MILP 

model gives the minimum number of equipment units required to produce the products; 

this configuration is used as an initial plant configuration. The second MILP model 

determines the minimum cycle time and the third determines the equipment size and 

scheduling that minimize the cost. The method gave a better solution compared to the 

separable programming and the evolutionary design method proposed by Fuchino et al. 

(1994). Castro et al. (2005) presented a general mathematical formulation for the 

simultaneous design and scheduling of multipurpose plants. The formulation is based on 
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the resource task network process representation and can handle both short-term and 

periodic problems. The performance of the formulation is illustrated through the solution 

of two periodic example problems that have been examined in the literature, where the 

selection and design of the main equipment items and their connecting pipes is 

considered. They also investigated two example problems by changing demand rates, 

with the results showing that this set of parameters, which is usually subject to a high 

degree of uncertainty, affects not only the optimal structure and cost of the plant but also 

the optimal cycle time. This is a clear indication that both the design and scheduling 

aspects of the problem should be considered simultaneously. A comparison with an 

earlier approach of Lin and Floudas (2001) is also presented. 

4.1.2 Extended design  

Literatures under this category besides the basic design important features such as plant 

topology and layout have been covered. Barbosa-Povoa and Macchietto (1994) presented 

for the first time the design of multipurpose batch plants considering plant topology. The 

formulation is based on the maximal state task network (mSTN) which describes both the 

recipes and plant possible superstructure. The model optimizes the structural aspect of 

the plant and the associated production schedule accounting for capital cost of 

equipment, pipework, operating cost and revenues. Both short term and cyclic scheduling 

was studied. Penteado and Ciric (1996) and Barbosa-Povoa et al. (2001) addressed layout 

aspects in the design problems. A 2D small case study was analyzed. 

Georgiadis et al. (1997) used a space discretization technique to consider the allocation 

of equipment items to floor as well as the block layout of each floor. The main drawback 

of this formulation is a suboptimal solution may result due to the discretization of the 

available space. Barbosa-Povoa et al. (2002) proposed a general model where both 2D 

and 3D space was considered. Irregular shapes for each piece of equipment could also be 

accounted for in the formulation. Patziatsis (2005) formulated a simultaneous layout, 

design and planning of pipeless batch plants. Barbosa-Povoa (2007) reviewed the design 

and retrofit of batch plants. The authors included published literature for the last two 
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decades. From the conclusion of the authors there is still a gap in developing efficient 

techniques addressing large scale problems, detail process operation (cleaning in place, 

change-over and utility requirements) and plant layout and topology. Pinto et al. (2008) 

presented a comparative analysis between the STN, m-STN and RTN representations for 

the design of multipurpose batch plants. A number of problems are solved and compared 

the formulations based on the different representations.  

In this work, a contribution is made by developing an efficient formulation for the design 

of multipurpose batch plants that consider plant topology. The formulation is posed as a 

MILP in which the binary variables are the structural choice variables. The proposed 

model is able to accommodate equipment used in and out of phase, units available in two 

or more sizes within a processing stage, multiple choices of equipment types for each 

product task, unit dependent processing time, processing time dependent on batch. The 

result obtained was compared to the resent published results. The rest of this chapter is 

organized as follows. A general problem statement for the synthesis and design problem 

is given in Section 4.2 followed by the mathematical model in Section 4.3. Published 

case studies are taken and discussed in Section 4.4. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in 

Section 4.5.    

4.2 Problem statement  

The optimal plant design can be achieved by developing a model that can solve the 

following problem: 

Given: 

• The product recipes (STNs) describing the production of one or more products 

over a single campaign structure 

• The plant flowsheet with all possible equipment units to be installed and the 

involved connectivity 

• The equipment units‘ suitability to perform the process/storage tasks 

• The connections‘ suitability to transfer materials 
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• The operating and capital cost data involved in the plant/process installation and 

operation 

• The time horizon of planning 

• The production requirements over the time horizon 

Determine: 

 The optimal plant configuration (i.e. number and type of equipment and the  

optimal design size of the equipment) 

 A process schedule that demonstrates the selected resources to achieve the 

required production (i.e. the starting and finishing times of all tasks, storage 

policies, batch sizes, amounts transferred and allocation of tasks to equipment), so 

as to optimize the economic performance of the plant, measured in terms of the 

capital expenditure and the operating costs and revenues 

4.3 Mathematical formulation  

The recent robust scheduling formulation for multipurpose batch plants by Seid and 

Majozi (2012) is used as a platform for the design and synthesis problem; since it has 

been proven that the solution performance is dependent on the scheduling framework 

used. 

Equipment existence constraints 

Constraint (4-1) defines that in order to execute a task in the unit, the unit must be 

selected first. 

    PpJj,j e  ,psy
injinj Ss

inj 


   ,    
*

                                                                        (4-1) 

Unit size constraints  

Constraint (4-2) implies that if the unit is selected the design capacity should be between 

the minimum and maximum design capacity. 

      JjjeVjssjeV u
j

l
j      ,                                                                                 (4-2) 
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Capacity constraints 

Constraint (4-3) implies that the total amount of all the states consumed at time point p is 

limited by the capacity of the unit which consumes the states and represents lower and 

upper bounds in capacity of a given unit that processes the effective state.  

         inJinj
U

sinjinj
L

s

L

s S   s  Jj  P  p    jsspsmu ,p s yjss
injinjinj

 ,,,,1      (4-3) 

Constraint (4-4) and (4-5) ensure the amount of material stored at any time point p is 

limited by the capacity of the storage. 

    V  v  Pp  Ss   ,vspsqs  ,,,

  

                                                                             (4-4) 

      V  P,  vS,  p s,  veuVvsveuV U
v

L
v 

   

                                                         (4-5) 

Material balance for storage 

Constraint (4-6) states that the amount of material stored at each time point p is the 

amount stored at the previous time point adjusted by some amount resulting from the 

difference between state s produced by tasks at the previous time point (p-1) and used by 

tasks at the current time point p. This constraint is used for a state other than a product, 

since the latter is not consumed, but only produced within the process.  
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Constraint (4-7) is used for material balance around storage at the first time point.  
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                                          (4-7) 

Constraint (4-8) states that the amount of product stored at time point p is the amount 

stored at the previous time point and the amount of product produced at time point p. 
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Material balance around the processing unit 

Constraint (4-9) is used to cater for the material processed in the unit and equals the 

amount of material coming directly coming from the unit producing it and from the 

storage. 

      SsSsJjPppjjsmuxpjsmuupsmu inJinj

jj

inj
sc

s
sp
s

inj
 



  ,     ,  ,      ,,',,,,,
'



    

(4-9) 

Constraint (4-10) is used to define the amount of material produced at time point p which 

is sent to storage at the same time point p and to units that consume it at time point p+1.  
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(4-10) 

Existence constraints for piping  

Constraints (4-11) and (4-12) are applicable to ensure whether pipe connections exist 

between the processing units and storage as well as to ensure the amount of material 

transferred through the connection is limited by the design capacity of the connection.  

      VvJjvjzVvjpipvjzV U
vj

L
vj    ,    ,,,, ,,                                                       (4-11) 

    Ss  Pp ,Vv  Jj    vjpippjsmuu  ,,,,,,                                               (4-12) 

Constraints (4-13) and (4-14) are similar to (4-11) and (4-12) and are used when the 

connection is between processing units.    

      JjjjwVjjpipjjjwV U

jj

L

jj      ,',',', ',',                                                            (4-13) 

    SsPpJjjjjpipjpjjsmux    ,  ,',  ,',,',,                                                  (4-14) 

Duration constraints (batch time as a function of batch size) 

Constraint (4-15) describes the duration constraint modeled as a function of batch size 

where the processing time is a linear function of the batch size. For zero-wait (ZW), only 

the equality sign is used.  
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(4-15) 

Sequence constraints 

The following two subsections address the proper allocation of tasks in a given unit to 

ensure the starting time of a new task is later than the finishing time of the previous task.   

Same task in same unit 

Constraint (4-16) states that a state can only be used in a unit, at any time point, after all 

the previous tasks are complete. In essence, this implies that a unit must be available 

before it can be used.  

    *,1,, injinjinjinj Ss   ,Pp  Jj      ,pstp     pstu 
                                      

(4-16) 

Different tasks in same unit 

Constraint (4-17) states that a task can only start in the unit after the completion of all the 

previous tasks that can be performed in the unit. In the context of Constraint (4-17), tasks 

pertain to different states, hence different tasks in the same unit. 

      Sss   ,s s  Pp  Jj    ,pstppstu injinjinjinjinj injinj
*''' ,,,,1,, 

                                  
(4-17) 

If the state is consumed and produced in the same unit, where the produced state is 

unstable then in addition to Constraint (4-17), Constraints (4-18) and (4-19) are used.
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It should be noted that in this particular situation    pstupstu inj
usc
inj ,,   and 

   pstppstp inj
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inj ,,   Consequently, Constraints (4-17) and (4-18) enforce
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inj
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inj . 
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Sequence constraints for different tasks in different units  

These constraints state that for different tasks that consume and produce the same state, 

the starting time of the consuming task at time point p must be later than the finishing 

time of any task at the previous time point p-1 provided that the state is used.  

If an intermediate state s is produced from one unit.  

Constraints (4-20) and (4-21) work together in the following manner: 

        sp
inJinj

U
jsinj

sp
inj Ss  Pp  Jj   ,pj tVpsqps mu s  ,,,,1,

            
(4-20) 

         
sc
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'

,,,

,,1,21,,

                                  

(4-21) 

Constraint (4-20) states that if the state s is produced from unit j at time point p-1 but is 

not consumed at time point p by another unit j’, i.e. t(j,p) = 0, then the amount produced 

cannot exceed allowed storage, i.e. qs(s,p). On the other hand, if state s produced from 

unit j at time point p-1 is used by another unit j’ then the amount of state s stored at time 

point p, i.e. qs(s,p) is less than the amount of state s produced at time point p-1. The 

outcome is that the binary variable t(j,p) becomes 1 in order for Constraint (4-20) to hold. 

If the unit performs tasks like separation, distillation and other tasks that produce more 

than one intermediate at time point p then the binary variable t(j,p) becomes t(j,s,p). This 

allows at the same time point for Constraint (4-21) to be relaxed for the unit that is not 

using the state produced by unit j at time point p. Simultaneously, for the other unit that 

uses the state produced by unit j at time point p the sequence Constraint (4-21) holds. 

Constraint (4-21) states that the starting time of a task consuming state s at time point p 

must be later than the finishing time of a task that produces state s at the previous time 

point p-1, provided that state s is used. Otherwise, the sequence constraint is relaxed.  

If an intermediate state is produced from more than one unit 

Constraint (4-22) states that the amount of state s used at time point p can either come 

from storage, or from other units that produce the same state depending on the binary 

variable t(j,p). If the binary variable t(j,p) is 0, which means that state s produced from 
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unit j at time point p-1 is not used at time point p, then Constraint (4-21) is relaxed. If 

t(j,p) is 1, state s produced from unit j at time point p-1 is used, as a result Constraint    

(4-21) holds. Although Constraint (4-22) is nonlinear it can be linearized exactly using 

the Glover transformation developed by Glover (1975). 

      Pp  Jj     pj t  ps  mu   ps q    ps  mu
sp
inJinj

inj
sc
inJinj

inj

Ss

inj
sp

ss

Ss

inj
sc
s  



,,1,)1,(,              
(4-22) 

Constraint (4-23) states that a consuming task can start after the completion of the 

previous task. Constraint(4-23) takes care of proper sequencing time when a unit uses 

material which is previously stored, that is when the producing task is active at time point 

p-2 and later produces and transfers the material to the storage at time point p-1. This 

available material in the storage at time point p-1 is then used by the consuming task in 

the next time points. This necessitates that the starting time of the consuming task must 

be later than the finishing time of the producing task at time point p-2. Consequently, 

Constraint (4-23) together with Constraint (4-21) result in a feasible sequencing time 

when the consuming task uses material, which is previously stored and /or material, 

which is currently produced by the producing units. 

     Ss    S  s    P,    p    J,      j ,  psyHpstp,pstu sc
injinj

sp
inJinjinjinjinj ''' ,))2,(1(2, 

   
(4-23) 

Sequence constraints for FIS policy 

According to Constraint (4-24) and (4-21), the starting time of a task that consumes state 

s at time point p must be equal to the finishing time of a task that produces state s at time 

point p-1, if both consuming and producing tasks are active at time point p and time point 

p-1, respectively.  

        
sc
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(4-24) 

Time horizon constraints   

The usage and the production of states should be within the time horizon of interest. 

These conditions are expressed in Constraints (4-25) and (4-26). 
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  J j  P,p , Ss     H    pstu inJinjinj  ,,                                         (4-25) 

  J j  P,p , Ss     H    pstp inJinjinj  ,,
                                                                

(4-26) 

Objective function  

Constraint (4-27) is the objective function expressed as maximization of profit. This is 

obtained from revenue from the sale of products less operating costs for tasks, raw 

material cost, and capital costs from piping and equipment.  
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(4-27) 

Constraint (4-28) is the objective function expressed as minimization of capital and 

operating cost if the demand for the products is known beforehand within the specified 

time horizon.   
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(4-28) 

4.4 Case studies  

In order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed model, two published literature 

examples are presented and discussed. The results in all the case studies for the proposed 

model were obtained using CPLEX 9.1.2/ GAMS 22.0 on a 2.4 GHz, 4 GB of RAM, 

Acer TravelMate 5740G computer. The computational results for the literature models 

are taken directly from the literature for comparison.  
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Case I    

At first this case study was studied by Kondili et al. (1993) and it has become one of the 

most common examples that appearing in literature. This is a typical multipurpose batch 

plant that produces two different products sharing the same processing units. A task can 

be conducted in multiple units, a unit can perform different tasks and the products can 

take different production lines. The unit operations consist of preheating, three different 

reactions and separation. The STN representation of the flowsheet is shown in Figure 4.1. 

Full connectivity between equipment is assumed. The plant superstructure is shown in 

Figure 4.2. The data pertaining to equipment and materials are given in Table 4.1 and 

4.2, respectively. 

s1
40%

50%

(s3) (s4)

50%

60%
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60%
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90%
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Heating s5
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s10Reaction 2
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Figure 4.1. Recipe representation for Case I. 
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Figure 4.2. Superstructure for Case I. 

 

 

Table 4.1. Equipment data for Case I.  

 

unit Capacity Suitability processing time Cost model (k$)

Heater 20.0-50.0 Heating 1.0+0.0067b 100.0+0.2s

Reactor 1 50.0-70.0 Reaction 1 2.0+0.0267b 150.0+0.5s

Reaction 2 2.0+0.0267b

Reaction 3 1.0+0.0133b

Reactor 2 70 Reaction 1 2.0+0.0167b 120

Reaction 2 2.0+0.0167b

Reaction 3 1.0+0.0083b

Still 50.0-70.0 Separation 2.0+0.0033b 150.0+0.3s

Vessel 4 10.0-30.0 (Hot A) 30.0+0.1s

Vessel 5 10.0-60.0 (Int BC) 15.0+0.1s

Vessel 6 10.0-70.0 (Int AB) 10.0+0.1s

Vessel 7 50.0-100.0 (Impure E) 20.0+0.2s  
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Table 4.2. Material data for Case I 

State Storage capacity Price (k$) Requirment

Feed A Unlimited -0.001 0

Feed B Unlimited -0.002 0

Feed C Unlimited -0.0015 0

Hot A Vessel 4 0 0

Int BC Vessel 5 0 0

Int AB Vessel 6 0 0

Impure E Vessel 7 0 0

Product 1 Unlimited 0.02 40

Product 2 Unlimited 0.03 60  

 

Results and discussion 

The results obtained for Case I are presented in Table 4.3. The proposed model requires 4 

event points, 52 binary variables, 227 continuous variables and 572 constraints and is 

solved in less than one second. Compared to other literature models the proposed model 

gave less model size and computational time to solve. An objective value of 569.18 (k$) 

was obtained in this work, which is better than the objective values obtained by other 

formulations.   

 

Table 4.3. Computational statistics for Case I using the different formulations. 

Model
Time 

points

Integer 

variables 

Continuous 

variables
Constraints

Obj MILP 

(K$)
CPUs

Xia and Macchietto (1997) 8 288
o

201
o

425
o - -

8 62
t

34
t

122
t 585.6 2407

Lin and Floudas (2001) 6 128 341 877 572.9 22.5

Castro et.al (2005) 7 74 294 395 572.7 6.6

This work 4 52 227 572 569.2 0.08

 t = transformed formulation, o = original formulation 
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The proposed model selected all the processing units; however, it avoided the necessity 

of all the intermediate storage units given in the superstructure and as a result led to less 

capital investment compared to other formulations, which required an intermediate 

storage for IntAB. Figure 4-3 shows the optimal Gantt chart in achieving the production 

requirement for the time horizon of 12 h with the corresponding equipment size. The 

optimal plant structure obtained by the proposed model and by Lin and Floudas (2001) is 

depicted in Figure 4.4. 
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Heator (35.6) 35.57

RX1 (53.33)

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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Figure 4.3. (a) Gantt chart using the proposed model, (b) Gantt chart using the 

formulation of Lin and Floudas (2001). 
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(b) 

Figure 4.4. (a) Optimal structure using the proposed model, (b) optimal structure 

using the formulation of Lin and Floudas (2001).  
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Case II 

This case study was taken from the petrochemical industry (Kallrath, 2002) and was later 

used as a benchmark problem in the scheduling environment for multipurpose batch 

plants. Pinto et al. (2008) adopted the case study for the design and synthesis problem. 

The maximization of profit that results in optimal design and synthesis of the plant is 

considered for the production time horizon of 120 h. The recipe representation for the 

plant is presented in Figure 4.5. It is a complex problem where 10 reactors, 15 storage 

units and 18 states are considered in the superstructure presented in Figure 4.6. There are 

reactors dedicated to a specific task while there are also reactors conducting multiple 

tasks some capable of executing up to 5 different tasks. Mixed intermediate storage 

(MIS) policy is assumed. Piping cost from equipment connections is considered, with the 

connections capacity ranging from 0 to 300 m.u. and have associated fixed/variable cost 

of 0.1/ 0.01(10
3
)c.u. Operating costs for the tasks are fixed/variable of 0.1/ 0.01(10

3
)c.u. 

A raw material costs of 0.002 (10
3
)c.u. per m.u. is given. Equipment data is obtained in 

Table 4.4. The plant is required to satisfy demand requirement (30 tons for S14, S15 and 

S16, 20 tons for S17 and 40 tons for S18) in a time horizon of 120 h. The selling price 

for each product is 1000 c.u. per m.u. It is assumed that the plant operates for 366 days.  
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Figure 4.5. STN representation for Case II. 
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Figure 4.6 Superstructure of the plant for Case II. 
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Table 4.4. Equipment data for Case II.  

Unit Suitability Capacity (m.u) Costs (10
3
 c.u. fix:var)

R1 Task T1 0:100 30:0.5

R2 Task T2 0:100 30:0.5

R3 Task T3 0:500 30:0.5

R4 Task  T4, T5, T6, T7 0:300 30:0.5

R5 Task T8, T9 0:300 30:0.5

R6 Task T10, T11, T12 0:300 30:0.5

R7 Task T10, T11, T12 0:300 30:0.5

R8 Task T13, T14, T15, T16, T17 0:300 30:0.5

R9 Task T13, T14, T15, T16, T17 0:300 30:0.5

R10 Task T8 0:300 30:0.5

V0 Store S0 0:1000 0.1:0.01

V1 Store S1 0:1000 0.1:0.01

V2 Store S2 0:1000 0.1:0.01

V3 Store S3 0:1000 0.1:0.01

V4 Store S4 0:1000 0.1:0.01

V6 Store S6 0:500 0.1:0.1

V7 Store S7 0:500 0.1:0.1

V8 Store S8 0:500 0.1:0.1

V11 Store S11 0:500 0.1:0.1

V13 Store S13 0:500 0.1:0.1

V14 Store S14 0:500 0.1:0.1

V15 Store S15 0:500 0.1:0.1

V16 Store S16 0:500 0.1:0.1

V17 Store S17 0:500 0.1:0.1

V18 Store S18 0:500 0.1:0.1

 

Results and discussion  

Table 4.5 gives the computational statistics for Case II using the different formulations. 

The results for the literature models are taken directly from the paper of Pinto et al. 

(2008). The results obtained clearly differentiate the different formulation efficiencies. 

The adopted STN and RTN formulations of Pinto et al. (2008) led to a significant 

reduction in the model size from their classical STN and RTN representations (26147 

variables for STN-adopted vs. 31547 variables for STN, 33405 variables for RTN-
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adopted, 115305 variables for RTN). The m-STN representation gives fewer variables 

and requires less computational time compared to STN-adopted and RTN-adopted.  

 

Table 4.5. computational statistics for Case II.  

Methodology Objective value 
Total 

variables 

Binary 

variables
Constraints CPU times (s)

Pinto et al. (2008)

STN 2.1 (10
7
) 31547 10828 59728 11975.6

STN-adapted 2.1 (10
7
) 26147 9028 51328 1445.4

m-STN 2.1 (10
7
) 17508 3147 29822 1056.9

RTN 2.1 (10
7
) 115305 55677 155653 12812.9

RTN-adapted 2.1 (10
7
) 33405 9074 54136 1009.1

This work 6.92 (10
7
) 4485 776 8895 111

 

The proposed formulation significantly reduces the number of binary and continuous 

variables required compared to other formulations, requiring 776 binary variables and 

4485 total variables. The current formulation required 16 time points and solved in a 

CPU time of 111 s to a 5% of margin of optimality for fair comparison since the 

literature models were also solved with the same margin of optimality. It is worth 

mentioning that a new objective value of 6.92 (10
7
) was obtained; which is a great 

improvement (228.6%) compared to the objective value, 2.1 (10
7
) obtained by other 

formulations. Within the time horizon of 120 h the proposed formulation produced more 

products compared to other formulations (480 m.u. for S14, 243 m.u. for S15, 240 m.u. 

for S16, 20 m.u. for S17 and 40 m.u. for S18 obtained by this work vs. 60 m.u. for S14, 

60 m.u. for S15, 50 m.u. for S16, 39 m.u. for S17 and 78 m.u. for S18 obtained by other 

formulations). The efficiency of the model is attributed to the use of the recent robust 

scheduling platform of Seid and Majozi (2012) for the design and synthesis problem. The 

optimal equipment selection and size obtained by this work is obtained in Table 4.6. The 

formulation avoids having reactors 7 and 10 and storage units V7, V8, and V13 available 

in the superstructure.  
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Table 4.6. Optimal equipment design capacity for Case II. 

Equipment Capacity (m.u.)

V0 1088.4

R1, R2, V1, C2, C3 100

R3, V3, C5 280

R4, V11, C11, C47, C58 120

R5, R8, V2, V16, C15, C21, C22, C19 240

R6, V18, C4, C14, C25, C53, C24, C30 40

R9, C50, C18 110.4

V4 173.2

V6, C32, C36 26.7

V14 480

V15 243.6

V17, C49 20

C6 86.8

C9 60

C17 193.2

C16, C20 133.2  

 

The optimal superstructure that depicts the selected equipments and the associated 

connectivity is given in Figure 4.7. The Gantt chart that detailed the amount of material 

processed, the type of task performed and the starting and finishing times for each piece 

of equipment using the proposed formulation is given in Figure 4.8. For comparison the 

Gantt chart obtained using the formulation of Pinto et al. (2008) is also presented in 

Figure 4.9. This work also explicitly addressed the allocation of materials in the plant. 

Figure 4.10 depicts the amount of material and its location in the plant at any given time 

point p for state S6. The amount of material state S6 produced from unit R4 at time point 

p4, p6 and p9 was sent to storage at time 28 h, 44 h and 60 h respectively. The storage 

sent state S6 to the consuming unit R6 at time 28 h, 56 h and 64 h. The storage holds the 

state S6 for the time interval from 44  h – 56 h and 60 h – 64 h only, during the entire 

time horizon. Direct transfer of material state S6 also occurred from the producing unit to 

consuming unit; where the amount of material processed by unit R4 at time point p6 

produced state S6 at the time 44 h and transfers to the consuming unit R6 at the next time 

point p7 where it starts processing state S6 at the same time of 44 h. Consequently, the 

model allows one to know the exact location of materials and their amount in the plant at 

any given time.         
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Figure 4.7. Optimal plant structure and associated pipe connectivity. 
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Figure 4.8. Optimal Gantt chart for Case II. 
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Figure 4.9. Optimal Gantt chart for Case II using the formulation of Pinto et al 

(2008). 
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Figure 4.10. Material location in the plant for the state S6. 

  

4.5 Conclusions 

A mathematical formulation for the synthesis and design of multipurpose batch plants 

has been presented. A recent robust scheduling formulation based on the continuous time 

representation is used as a platform for the design problem and achieves better optimal 

design and requires less computational time. The objective value obtained in this work 

improved by 228.6% compared to the recent published formulations for the design and 

synthesis problem. When this work is compared with other formulations, it gives a 

smaller size mathematical model that requires fewer binary variables, continuous 

variables and constraints. The model explicitly considers the different locations of 

materials in the plant. The formulation also considers the cost arising from the pipe 

network and determines the optimal pipe network that should exist between equipment.       
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Nomenclature  

Sets 

J  = { j | j  is a piece of equipment} 

sc

sJ
 
= { sc

sj | sc

sj  is a piece of equipment that consumes state s} 

sp

sJ
 
= { sp

sj | sp

sj  is a piece of equipment that produces state s} 

V  = { v | v  is a storage unit} 

P  = { p | p  is a time point} 

sc
inJS

 
= {

sc
injs |

sc
injs

 
is a task which consumes state s} 

*
inJS  = {

*
injs |

*
injs

 
is a task performed in unit j} 

inJS
 
= { injs | injs

 
is an effective state representing a task} 

usc
inJS  = {

usc

jins , |
usc

jins ,  
is a task which consumes unstable state s} 

sp
inJS

 
= {

sp
injs |

sp
injs

 
is a task which produces state s other than a product} 

usp
inJS  = {

usp
injs |

usp
injs is a task which produces unstable state s} 

S  = { s | s  is any state} 

pS  = { ps | ps  is any state which is a product} 

rmS  = { |  is any state which is a raw material} 

p
inJS  = {

p
injs |

p
injs

 task which produce state s which is a product} 

Continuous variables 

 pstu inj , = time at which a task in unit j starts 

 pstp inj ,  = time at which a task in unit j finishes  

 jss = design capacity of unit j 

 vs = design capacity of storage unit v 

 psmu inj ,
 
= amount of material processed by a task 

 pjsmuu ,,
 
= amount of state s transferred between unit j and storage unit at time point 

p. 

s s
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 pjjsmux ,',,
 
= amount of state s transferred between unit j and another unit j‘ at time 

point p. 

 psqs , = amount of state s stored at time point p in storage unit  

 vjpip ,  = design capacity of a pipe that connects unit j and storage unit v 

 ', jjpipj  = design capacity of a pipe that connects unit j and another unit j’’ 

Binary variables 

 
 psy inj ,

 
= 1 if state s is used in unit j at time point p; 0 otherwise 

 je  = 1 if unit j is selected; 0 otherwise  

 veu  = 1 if storage unit v is selected; 0 otherwise  

 vjz ,  = 1 if pipe that connects unit j and storage unit v is selected; 0 otherwise  

 ', jjw  = 1 if pipe that connects unit j and j’ is selected; 0 otherwise  

),( pjt
 
= 1 if the state produced by unit j at time point p is consumed; 0 otherwise. 

Parameters 

M  = any large number 

 injs  = duration of a task conducted in unit j 

)( injs .= coefficient of variable term of processing time of a task 

L

jV
 
= lower bound for unit j 

U

jV
 
= upper bound for unit j  

L
vV  = lower bound for storage unit v 

U
vV  = upper bound for storage unit v  

L

s inj


 
minimum percentage equipment utilization for a task  

U

s inj


 
maximum percentage equipment utilization for a task  

 sQO .= initial amount of state s stored in unit  

)( sp
injs  = portion of state s produced by a task  

)( sc
injs  = portion of state s consumed by a task 
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L

vjV ,  
= lower bound for the capacity of the pipe connecting unit j and storage unit v 

U

vjV ,  
= upper bound for the capacity of the pipe connecting unit j and storage unit v  

L

jjV ',  
= lower bound for the capacity of the pipe connecting unit j and another unit j’’ 

U

jjV ',  
= upper bound for the capacity of the pipe connecting unit j and another unit j’’ 

 psprice  = selling price for a product  

AWH  = annual working hour 

H  = time horizon of interest  

CRM  = cost of raw material 

FOC  = fixed operating cost for a task 

VOC  = variable operating cost for a task 

FEC  = fixed capital cost of equipment 

VEQ  = variable capital cost of equipment  

FECS  = fixed capital cost of storage 

VEQS  = variable capital cost of storage  

FCNC  = fixed capital cost for pipe connection between processing units 

VCNC  = variable capital cost for pipe connection between processing units 

CNC  = fixed capital cost for pipe connection between processing unit and storage  

VCN  = variable capital cost for pipe connection between processing unit and storage  
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CHAPTER 5 

Medium-Term Scheduling of a Multiproduct Industrial Batch 

Plant  

Abstract 

A medium-term scheduling technique for a multiproduct batch plant was developed. The 

intractability of the short-term scheduling models when directly applied to the medium-

term scheduling problems was solved by applying a decomposition method. The 

decomposition model includes a two level mathematical model. The first level 

determines the type of products and their amount to be produced in each scheduling 

subproblem to satisfy the market requirement. The second level determines the detailed 

sequencing of tasks for the tractable size of the subproblems. The recent robust short-

term scheduling model based on continuous time (Seid and Majozi, 2012) was extended 

for solving the scheduling subproblems of the second level decomposition model. The 

model was applied for solving the medium-term scheduling problem of a pharmaceutical 

industry specialized in animal vaccines using the actual data. The model effectively 

solved a makespan minimization problem for the medium-term scheduling horizon of 

almost 13 weeks.  

Keywords: Medium-term scheduling; Multiproduct batch plant; Optimization; MILP. 
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5.1 Introduction  

The pharmaceutical industry is one of the batch processing industries which come into a 

very competitive environment where customers constantly seek low price as well as high 

service levels and flexibility. This industry allows flexible multi–product production 

processes to help companies to respond to changing customer demand and increase plant 

utilization, but the greater complexity of these processes together with the altered market 

conditions have caused planning and scheduling techniques to be a challenging task. A 

considerable amount of attention to the problem of production scheduling and planning 

for multiproduct and multipurpose batch plants has been given during the last two 

decades by academic researchers and people in industry. 

Extensive reviews have been written by Reklaitis (1992), Shah (1998), Floudas and Lin 

(2004), Méndez et al. (2006) and Shaik et al. (2006). Most of the work in the area of 

multiproduct batch plants has dealt with either the long-term planning problem or the 

short-term scheduling problem. Both planning and scheduling deal with the allocation of 

available resources over time to perform a set of tasks required to manufacture one or 

more products. However, long-term planning problems deal with longer time horizons 

(e.g., several months or years) and are focused on higher-level decisions such as timing 

and location of additional facilities and levels of production. In contrast, short-term 

scheduling models address shorter time horizons (e.g., several days) and are focused on 

determining detailed sequencing of various operational tasks. The area of medium-term 

scheduling, however, which involves medium time horizons (e.g., several weeks) and 

still aims to determine detailed production schedules, can result in very large-scale 

problems and has received much less attention in the literature (Janak and Floudas, 2006; 

Verderame and Floudas, 2008). 

Medium-term scheduling problems can be computationally expensive and these 

problems are solved using mathematical techniques. The most widely employed strategy 

to overcome the computational difficulty is based on the idea of decomposition. The 

decomposition approach divides a large and complex problem, which may be 
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computationally expensive or even intractable when formulated and solved directly as a 

single MILP model, to smaller subproblems, which can be solved much more efficiently. 

There have been a wide variety of decomposition approaches proposed in the literature. 

In addition to decomposition techniques developed for general forms of MILP problems, 

various approaches that exploit the characteristics of specific process scheduling 

problems have also been proposed. 

In most cases, the decomposition approaches only lead to suboptimal solutions; however, 

they substantially reduce the problem complexity and the solution time, making MILP-

based techniques applicable for large, real-world problems. Pinto and Grossmann (1995) 

proposed a decomposition scheme for the scheduling of multistage batch plants that may 

contain equipment in parallel. The solution strategy employed first solves a MILP model 

which minimizes the total in-process time while determining the assignments of orders to 

units. Next, an LP model is solved to minimize earliness and eliminate unnecessary 

setups. Wilkinson et al. (1995) presented a method for producing accurate aggregate 

models of multipurpose plant operations which represents a strict relaxation of the 

detailed scheduling model. The aggregate formulation provides a tight upper bound on 

the solution to the original problem and can be solved in considerably less computational 

time. 

Bassett et al. (1996) discussed a number of decomposition-based approaches for the 

solution of large-scale batch scheduling problems. The first approach utilizes a time-

based decomposition with a hierarchical approach that separates the problem into a 

planning level and a scheduling level. These levels are solved iteratively, and various 

techniques are used to remove infeasibilities. A second approach, called a reverse rolling 

window, utilizes a hybrid planning/scheduling formulation in which only a small section 

of the horizon is determined in detail at each iteration. Then, sequences of such problems 

are solved in reverse order for the time instances. The authors also consider a resource-

based decomposition approach and a task-unit aggregation approach. Dimitriadis et al. 

(1997) proposed forward and backward rolling-horizon algorithms for the solution of 

medium-term scheduling problems. These rolling-horizon algorithms are based on 
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separating the overall scheduling horizon into two blocks of time, a detailed time block 

and an aggregate time block. The problem is then solved in a sequence of iterations 

where, at each iteration, the previous solution of the detailed time block is fixed and part 

of the aggregate time block is moved into the detailed time block. 

Elkamel et al. (1997) developed a heuristic decomposition algorithm for the scheduling 

of batch plants which consists of two basic components. First, longitudinal 

decomposition is used to partition the units in the plant into different subsets capable of 

performing different sets of tasks. Next, axial decomposition is used to assign the product 

orders into groups based on their due dates as well as the unit groups. Then, the orders 

are scheduled sequentially along the time axis. Gupta and Maranas (1999) proposed a 

procedure to partition a large, mid-term planning problem into smaller subproblems 

using hierarchical Lagrangean relaxation of key complicating constraints. This procedure 

is used together with an upper-bound generating heuristic within a subgradient 

optimization framework. Harjunkoski and Grossmann (2001) presented a decomposition 

strategy for the scheduling of production in an industrial steel plant. First, customer 

orders are partitioned into groups with similar properties, and each group is optimally 

scheduled as a flowshop problem. Then, a LP/MILP model is used to account for setup 

times and properly allocate some shared equipment. 

Lin et al. (2002) considered the medium-range production scheduling of a multiproduct 

batch plant using a rolling-horizon approach. In their approach, the overall scheduling 

problem is decomposed into a series of smaller short-term scheduling subproblems in 

successive time horizons, which are connected through material and unit availabilities. A 

two-level decomposition framework is utilized to determine the current time horizon and 

the products to be included, which takes into account demand distribution and unit 

utilization and imposes limits on the complexity of the resulting short-term scheduling 

problem. Then, for each subhorizon, a continuous-time, MILP-based short-term 

scheduling model is applied to determine the detailed production schedule. The 

decomposition model and the short-term scheduling model are solved iteratively for each 

short horizon until the schedules for the whole period under consideration are generated. 
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Wu and Ierapetritou (2003) presented a number of different heuristic-based 

decomposition approaches for the efficient solution of large-scale scheduling problems. 

They consider time based decomposition, required production method, and resource 

based decomposition. Their formulation utilizes Lagrangean relaxation and Lagrangean 

decomposition to generate upper bounds that are used in an iterative fashion with the 

lower bounds obtained through the heuristic approaches to obtain production schedules 

for realistic sized problems. 

Janak and Floudas (2006) proposed an enhanced state task network MILP model for the 

medium-term production scheduling of a multiproduct industrial batch plant. The 

proposed approach extends the work of Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998) and Lin et al. 

(2002) to consider a large-scale production facility and account for various storage 

policies (UIS, NIS and ZW), variable batch sizes and processing times, batch mixing and 

splitting, sequence dependent changeover times, intermediate due dates, products used as 

raw materials and several modes of operation. 

In this work, a mathematical model for the medium-term scheduling of a pharmaceutical 

industry is proposed based on real industrial data. The proposed model decomposes the 

large and complex problem into smaller short-term scheduling subproblems in successive 

time horizons. The model handles the different storage policies: fixed intermediate 

storage, no intermediate storage, multipurpose storage where different states can be 

stored in a storage vessel, a state can be stored in different available storage, a state has 

to wait for a certain duration before it can be used in the upper production stream. These 

features make the proposed model different from other formulations where there is 

dedicated storage for a state and storage dedicated for a state. Additionally, the recent 

short-term scheduling technique by Seid and Majozi (2012) is enhanced to solve the 

short-term scheduling part after decomposing the large medium-term scheduling problem 

into smaller short-term scheduling problems. The rest of this chapter is organized as 

follows. In Section 5.2, the problem statement is presented followed by the mathematical 

formulation presented in Section 5.3. The industrial case study and its solution are 

provided in Section 5.4. Finally a conclusion is drawn in Section 5.5. 
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5.2 Problem statement 

The problem statement for the medium-term production scheduling problem of a 

multiproduct batch plant is defined as follows:  

Given  

(i) the production recipe (i.e., the processing times for each task in the suitable units 

and the amounts of materials required for the production of each product)  

(ii)  the available units and their capacity limits 

(iii)  the available storage capacity for each of the materials and  

(iv) the medium-range time horizon under consideration, then the objective is to 

determine 

a) the optimal sequence of tasks taking place in each unit 

b)  the amount of material being processed at each time in each unit and  

c)  the processing time of each task in each unit, so as to satisfy the market 

requirements expressed as specific amounts of products at given time instances 

within the time horizon while maximizing the production or minimizing the 

makespan. 

5.3 Overall decomposition model 

The overall methodology for solving the medium-range production scheduling problem 

of a pharmaceutical industry considered in this work is to decompose the large and 

complex problem into smaller short-term scheduling subproblems in successive time 

periods. The first level is solving a simple MILP model to determine the number of 

products and amount of a product that should be produced in each decomposed 

subproblem by considering the medium-range time horizon. The objective of the 

decomposition is to minimize the number of events evolved in each subproblem so that a 

moderate sized problem can be achieved that can be solved with a reasonable 

computational effort. The second level is a short-term scheduling subproblem that 

contains two steps. The first step is solving the subproblem as a makespan minimization 
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to achieve the amount that should be produced for each product determined by the first 

level of the decomposition problem. The second step is adding additional products from 

the next period and maximizing the production of the newly added products while using 

the time horizon determined by the first step and fixing the amount that should be 

produced for each product involved in the selected time period. Consequently, the second 

step maximizes the utilization of the units of the current period. The first and second 

steps in the second level are solved successively until all periods are finished.  

5.3.1 Mathematical model for the first level. 

The first level of the decomposition model is a relaxed MILP scheduling problem where 

detailed sequencing of tasks is avoided. The model involves the following constraints: 

Capacity constraint 

Constraint (5-1) implies that the total amount of material consumed by task i at time 

period k is limited by the capacity of the unit.  

     IiJjKkkjinVkjib U
j     ,  ,      , ,,    ,,                  (5-1) 

Material balance for storage 

Constraint (5-2) states that the amount of material stored at each time period k is the 

amount stored at the previous time period adjusted to some amount resulting from the 

difference between state s produced by the producing tasks and the consuming tasks at 

the current period k. This constraint is used for a state other than a product, since the 

latter is not consumed, but only produced within the process.  

       

SK,  s  k

,  i,j,kbρ    i,j,kbρ    s,k  q  s,kq
sp sp

i
sc sc

i

Ii Jj

sp

 Ii Jj

sc
ss



   
  

1
     (5-2) 

Constraint (5-3) states that the amount of product stored at time period k is the amount 

stored at the previous time period k-1 and the amount of product produced at time period 

k. 
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 Ii Jj
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iss

sp sp

  
 

1                                        (5-3) 

Duration constraints (batch time as a function of batch size) 

Constraint (5-4) describes the duration constraint modeled as a function of batch size 

where the processing time is a linear function of the batch size. The finishing time of unit 

j in period k should be greater than or equal to the starting time of unit j and the 

processing time of all tasks performed in the unit.  

           

K kJj

ki,jbjikjinjikjtkjt
jIi

sf



 


  ,  

  ,,,,,  ,,      , 
                                                 (5-4) 

Constraint (5-5) defines that the starting time of unit j at the current period k should be 

greater than or equal to the time horizon of the previous period. At the beginning, the 

time horizon takes a value of zero. 

    KJ,  k  j,  k hj,kts  1           (5-5) 

Demand constraint 

Constraint (5-6) describes that the amount of product stored at the final period should 

satisfy the market requirement. 

            ,, p
s Ss,KksDemandksq           (5-6) 

Time horizon constraint 

Constraint (5-7) states that the finishing time of unit j should be less than the time 

horizon of time period k. 

    KJ,  k  j,  khj,kt f                        (5-7) 

Constraint (5-8) states that the finishing time of unit j at the final period should be less 

than or equal to the medium-term time horizon under consideration. 

  KJ,  k  j Hmed,  j,kt f            (5-8) 
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Objective function  

The objective function defined for the first level decomposition model is to reduce the 

total event points in each period to achieve a moderate sized model that can be solved in 

a reasonable computational time. Constraint (5-9) and (5-10) are used to achieve this 

objective.  

  KkIJ,  i  j,  kjinn
i j

   ,,,          (5-9) 

n min             (5-10) 

5.3.2 Mathematical model for the second level 

The mathematical model for the second level of the decomposition technique involves 

the following constraints. 

Allocation constraint 

Constraint (5-11) implies that at time point p only one task is allowed to be performed in 

unit j. 

  PpJj,   ,psy
injinj Ss

inj 


   ,   1 
*

        (5-11) 

Constraint (5-12) implies that only one type of state s is allowed to be stored in a storage 

unit u. 

  PU,   p u,    s,u,py
uSs




1         (5-12) 

Capacity constraints 

Constraint (5-13) implies that the total amount of all the states consumed at time point p 

is limited by the capacity of the unit which consumes the states. 
L

sinjV  and 
U

sinjV represent 

lower and upper bounds in capacity of a given unit that processes the effective state injs
.

      inJinjinj
U

sinjinj
L

s
  S J,  sp,  j  p  ,  ,psy   V  ,ps  mu    ,psy V

injinj
                           (5-13) 
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Constraint (5-14) defines that the amount of state s transferred from the producing units 

to the storage should be limited by the maximum capacity of the storage. 

    UuJjPppusyVpujsmuu U
u

Jj

     ,  ,      ,  ,,     ,,, 


      (5-14) 

Material balance for storage 

Constraint (5-15) states that the amount of material stored at each time point p is the 

amount stored at the previous time point adjusted to some amount resulting from the 

difference between state s produced by tasks at the previous time point (p-1) and used by 

tasks at the current time point p. This constraint is used for a state other than a product, 

since the latter is not consumed, but only produced within the process.  
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Constraint (5-16) is used for material balance around storage at the first time point.  

      Ss  Uu  p  Pp  pujsmuuusQOpusq
scJj

s  


,,1,,,,,,,,                     (5-16) 

Constraint (5-17) states that the amount of product stored at time point p is the amount 

stored at the previous time point and the amount of product produced at time point p.
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,1,,,,     (5-17) 

Material balance around the processing unit 

Constraint (5-18) states that the material processed in the unit equals the amount of 

material coming directly from the producing units and from the storage. 
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Constraint (5-19) is used to define that the amount of material consumed at time point p 

is sent to storage at time point p and to units that consume the state at time point p+1.  

     

Ss  S   s  Jj  P  p  

  pjjsmuxpujsmuupsmu

inJinj
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sp
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              (5-19) 

Duration constraints (batch time as a function of batch size) 

Constraint (5-20) describes the duration constraint modeled as a function of batch size 

where the processing time is a linear function of the batch size. For zero-wait (ZW) only 

the equality sign is used.  
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                                               (5-20) 

Constraint (5-21) defines the duration a state should stay in the storage before it is 

consumed by the consuming units.  
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                                         (5-21) 

Constraint (5-22) and (5-23) state that the starting time of the processing and storage 

units at the first time point should be greater than or equal to the finishing time of the last 

batch in the units at the previous time period. 

    PJ,  p  j,jtenj,ptu 1                                                           (5-22) 

    PU,  p  u,utenu,ptu 1                                              (5-23) 

Setup time for units and storage units 

Constraints (5-24) and (5-25) entails that the setup time of the unit at time point p should 

be greater than the finishing time of the unit at the previous time point p plus the setup 

time if the unit is actively processing a task at time point p. 
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(5-24) 

        PU,  p  u,ps,u y usu,ptu,pt
uSs

psp  


,,                  (5-25) 

Sequence constraints for processing units and storage units  

Constraint (5-26) states that the starting time of the processing unit at time point p should 

be equal or later than the setup time of the processing unit at the previous time point p-1.  

    P   J,  p  jj,ptj,pt spu  ,1         (5-26) 

Constraint (5-27) states that the starting time of the storage unit at time point p should be 

equal or later than the setup time of the storage unit at the previous time point p-1.  

    P   U,  p  uu,ptu,pt spu  ,1         (5-27) 

Sequence constraints relating processing units and storage units 

Constraint (5-28) states that if a material is sent from the storage to the processing unit 

the binary variable t(u,j,p) should take a value of one which makes the sequence 

constraints (5-29) and (5-30) relating the consuming unit and the storage hold. If no 

material is sent from storage to the unit, the binary variable t(u,j,p) will take a value of 

zero to relax the sequence constraints (5-29) and (5-30). 

    SsUuJjPppjutVpujsmuu U
u

Ss u




  ,     ,  ,    ,,,,,,              (5-28) 

       P    pJU, j  upjutMu,ptj,pt u
pu  ,,,,11      (5-29) 

       P    pJU, j  upjutMu,ptj,pt u
pu  ,,,,11      (5-30) 

Sequence constraints relating different processing units 

Constraint (5-31) states that if a material is sent from the producing unit to the 

consuming unit the binary variable t(j,j’,p) should take a value of one which makes the 

sequence constraints (5-32) and (5-33) relating the consuming unit and the producing 

unit hold. If no material is sent from the producing unit to the consuming unit the binary 
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variable t(j,j’,p) will take a value of zero to relax the sequence constraints (5-32)    

and (5-33). 

    spscU
j'

Js

J, jJP,  j  p,j,j',ptVs,j,j',pmuu
sp




'                          (5-31) 

       P    pJ, jJ  jpjjtM,pjtj,pt spsc
pu  ,',',11'                 (5-32) 

       P    pJ, jJ  jpjjtM,pjtj,pt spsc
pu  ,',',11'                 (5-33) 

No batch mixing in the storage  

Constraint (5-34) is used to ensure that the amount of state s stored in the storage unit at 

time point p will take a value of zero if the binary variable related to the storage of 

another batch of state in the storage unit takes a value of one in order to avoid batch 

mixing in the storage. 

    Ss  p  Pp  pusyVpusq
uSs

U
us 








 



,1,,,,1,,      (5-34) 

Time horizon constraints   

The usage and the production of states should be within the time horizon of interest. 

These conditions are expressed from Constraints (5-35) to (5-38). 

  JjPphpjtu    ,     ,     ,                                                     (5-35) 

  J jP,phpjtp        ,     ,                                                                                       (5-36) 

  JjPphputu    ,     ,     ,                                                     (5-37) 

  J jP,phputp        ,     ,                                                                                       (5-38) 

Amount of product produced in the scheduling problem 

Constraint (5-39) states that the amount of product produced in the scheduling 

subproblem should satisfy the amount that should be produced obtained from the first 

level model. 
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       SP,  s  p,  sDemad s,pq p
s                     (5-39) 

Objective function  

The objective function presented in Constraint (5-40) is the minimization of makespan. 

   m hin            (5-40) 

The first step of the second level model contains Constraints (5-11) to (5-40) and it is the 

makespan minimization problem obtained by setting the amount of product that should 

be produced in the subproblem determined by the first level decomposition model.  

The second step of the second level model contains Constraints from (5-11) to (5-39) and 

Constraint (5-41) and it is a maximization problem that maximizes production by 

including products from the next cycle. At this stage the time horizon obtained from the 

first step is used. This step allows the utilization of the units to produce the product taken 

from the next period if there are enough available resources and should occur within the 

time horizon obtained by the first step. Constraint (5-41) also minimizes the finishing 

time of units so that it will give the units a chance in the next time period to start earlier 

that the makespan of the current time period.  

Objective function for the second step of second level model 

         SSP,  s  p putpjt s,pq pnkp

j u

pp

Ss

s
p

  ,,,,max 







  



               (5-41) 

5.4 Case study  

The case study is taken from one of the pharmaceutical industries in South Africa. The 

production processes follow a multiproduct nature where all the products follow the same 

production path. The state task network representation for this plant is presented in 

Figure 5.1. It is a complex problem which involves 36 tasks, 48 states and 12 raw 

materials. The product passes through four different tasks. The second task is a storage 

task where the state should stay for a while for quality inspection before it is used by 
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task 3. The scheduling data related to this case is presented in Table 5.1 and 5.2. The due 

date for all products is assumed at the end of 180 days.  

 

Table 5.1. Scheduling data for the industrial case study. 

Task Suitable units           day        day

Task (T1-T11) U1 0.32 0.17 0-238

Task (T1-T11) U2 0.32 0.17 0-24

Task (T12-T22) U3-U5 12.1 0.17 0-238

Task (T12-T22) U6-U10 12.1 0.14 0-238

Task (T23-T29) U11 and U12 0.364 0.25 0-2722

Task (T30-T36) U13 0.21 0.25 0-2722

 jins , U

s

L

s jinjin
VV

,,
 jins ,

 

 

 

Table 5.2. Material data for the industrial case study. 

States 
Storsge capacity 

(mu)

Initial 

inventory

Demand 

requirment 

S1-S11 UL AA 0

S12-S33 NV 0 0

S34,S36,S40,S42,S44,S46 NV 0 0

Product 1 UL 0 902.5

Product 2 UL 0 5301.5

Product 3 UL 0 2610

Product 4 UL 0 1943

Product 5 UL 0 4585

Product 6 UL 0 7899

Product 7 UL 0 5129  

UL = unlimited; NV = not available; AA = available as required 
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S1 Task 1 S14 Task 12 S15

S2 Task 2 S16 Task 13 S17

S3 Task 3 S18 Task 14 S19

S4 Task 4 S20 Task 15 S21

S5 Task 5 S22 Task 16 S23

S6 Task 6 S24 Task 17 S25

S7 Task 7 S26 Task 18 S27

S8 Task 8 S28 Task 19 S29

S9 Task 9 S30 Task 20 S31

S10 Task 10 S32 Task 21 S33

S11 Task 11 S12 Task 22 S13

S25 Task 23 S34 Task 30 S35

S27
0.162

S14 Task 24 S36 Task 31 S37

S15
0.081

S29 S21

S31 Task 25 S44 Task 32 S45

S21
0.108

S33

S25 Task 26 S38 Task 33 S39

S23
0.162

S19 Task 27 S40 Task 34 S41

S17

0.162

S17 Task 28 S42 Task 35 S43
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S13 Task 29 S46 Task 36 S47
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Figure 5.1 STN representations for the case study. 
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Results and discussion  

The results for the case study using the proposed model were obtained using CPLEX 

9.1.2/ GAMS 22.0 on a 2.4 GHz, 4 GB of RAM, Acer TravelMate 5740G computer. The 

first level decomposed model was solved to determine the type of products and the 

amount that should be produced in order to meet the demand requirement. The results 

obtained are presented in Table 5.3. For the first time period (k1) the model chose 

product 1, product 2 and product 4, with respective batch sizes of 905.2 m.u., 2722 m.u. 

and 566.6 m.u. for production. For time period (k2) product 4, product 5 and product 6 

are selected with respective amount of 1469 m.u., 2722 m.u. and 2722 m.u., For the rest 

of the time periods the selected products and the amounts associated with the products 

are presented in Table 5.3. The distribution of the products to time periods gives a 

controlled tractable size of the short-term scheduling subproblem. For the time period of 

more than 5 the model size of the subproblems does not reduce considerably. 

Consequently, a time period of 5 was chosen to solve the second level decomposition of 

the short-term scheduling problem. The model contains 2520 integer variables, 3567 

continuous variables 1433 constraints and solved in a specified CPU time of 10 minutes.  

 

Table 5.3. Computational results for the first level decomposition model for the case 

study. 

Products 
Time 

period K1

Time 

period K2

Time 

period K3

Time 

period K4

Time 

period K5

product 1 905.2 0 0 0 0

product 2 2722 0 0 2579.5 0

product 3 0 0 2610 0 0

product 4 566.6 1469 0 0 0

product 5 0 2722 1863 0 0

product 6 0 2722 1075.3 4890 0

product 7 0 0 0 0 5129  

 

The results for each time period for the short-term scheduling subproblems is shown in 

Table 5.4. For the first period, a makespan minimization of 16.12 days was obtained with 
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the satisfaction of the demand imposed by the first level decomposition model (902 m.u. 

for Product 1, 2722 m.u. for product 2 and 863 m.u. for product 4). The model contains 

950 binary variables, 5022 continuous variables, 5045 constraints and solved in a 

specified CPU time of 1 h. The finishing time of the last batch in the processing units in 

the first period was set as the initial starting time for the second period to solve the 

makespan minimization. An objective value of 30.27 days was obtained. The solution 

continued the same way until the all the time periods were finished. The makespan for 

the final period was 95.7 days which is also the total number of days required to produce 

all the products with the satisfaction of the market demand. The decomposition model 

solved the makespan minimization of the medium range scheduling problem for the case 

study, which is difficult to solve when the short-term scheduling model alone is 

implemented. The Gantt chart for the first period is depicted in Figure 5.2. 

 

Table 5.4. Computational results for the second level for the case study. 

Time periods Time points
Binary 

variables

Continuous 

variables 
Constraints 

Time 

horizon 
CPU (h)

K1 10 950 5022 5045 16.12 1

K2 12 876 4586 5011 30.27 1

K3 10 840 4422 4618 56.03 1

K4 13 767 5280 4827 82.47 1

K5 13 299 1458 3006 95.7 1  
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Figure 5.2 Gantt chart for the first period for the Case study. 
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5.5 Conclusions  

In this work, a medium-term production scheduling technique for multiproduct batch 

plants is presented. The developed model is tested with a real case from the 

pharmaceutical industry. The solution technique for the problem is by the use of a 

decomposition approach where the large scale problem is divided into a tractable sized 

short-term scheduling subproblem. The decomposition model was implemented to solve 

a makespan minimization for almost 13 weeks, which is difficult to solve when the short-

term scheduling model is applied for this medium-term time horizon. Additional features 

of the model are the incorporation of the following unique characteristics of a storage 

vessel: storage can be used for different states, a state can be stored in multiple storage 

units, a state should wait in storage for certain duration before it is used and no batch 

mixing in storage is permitted. The proposed model can be easily extended to incorporate 

intermediate due dates for a product.  

 

Nomenclature  

Level 1 formulation  

Sets  

J  = { j | j  is a unit} 

I  = { i | i  is a task} 

K  = { k | k  is a time period} 

scI  
= {

sci |
sci  is a task that consumes state s} 

scJ  
= {

scj |
scj  is a unit that consumes state s} 

spI
 
= {

spi |
spi  is a task that produces state s} 

spJ
 
= {

spj |
spj  is a unit that produces state s} 

uJ  = {
uj |

uj  is a unit that accepts material from storage unit u} 

S  = { s | s  is a state} 

pS  = { s | s  is a state which is a product} 
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jI  = { ji | ji  is a task performed in unit j} 

Parameters  

U

jV = upper bound for unit j  

sp
i  = 

portion of state s produced by a task 

sc
i

 = 
portion of state s consumed by a task 

 ji,  = duration of the task conducted in unit j 

),( ji .= coefficient of variable term of processing time of a task conducted in unit j 

)(sDemand .= market demand for state s 

medH .= time horizon for the medium term scheduling problem 

Variables  

),,( kjib .= amount of material processed by the task in unit j at time period k 

),( ksqs .= amount of state s stored at period k 

),( kjt f .= finishing time of unit j in period k 

),( kjts .= starting time of unit j in period k 

)(kh .= time horizon for period k 

n .= maximum number of event points for the scheduling subproblem 

Binary variable  

 kjin ,, .= Integer variable for number of batches of task i in unit j at time period k  

Level 2 formulation  

Sets  

J  = { j | j  is a unit} 

U  = {u |u  is a storage} 

P  = { p | p  is a time point} 

S  = { s | s  is any state} 

uS  = { us | us  is any state stored in storage unit u} 

*
injS  = {

*
injs |

*
injs  tasks performed in unit j} 
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inJS
 
= { injs | injs

 
is an effective state representing a task} 

sp
inJS

 
= {

sp
injs |

sp
injs task which produce product state} 

scJ  
= {

scj |
scj  is a unit that consumes state s} 

spJ
 
= {

spj |
spj  is a unit that produces state s} 

pS  = { |  is any state which is a product} 

sU  = { su | su  is any storage used to store state s} 

pnkS  = { pnks | pnks  is any state which is a product from the next time period} 

Parameters  

U

jV = upper bound for unit j  

U
uV = upper bound for storage unit u  

U

s inj
V = maximum capacity of unit j to process a particular task 

L

sinj
V = minimum capacity of unit j to process a particular task 

 usQO , = initial available amount of state s in storage unit u  

sp

sinj


 
= portion of state s produced by a task 

sc

sinj


 
= portion of state s consumed by a task 

 injs  = constant coefficient of processing time of a task  

)( injs .= coefficient of variable term of processing time of a task 

 us,  = duration of state s stored in unit u before it is consumed by the consuming task 

 injs  = setup time of unit j after performing a task  

 us,  = setup time of storage unit u after storing state s 

M  = big number equivalent to the medium-range time horizon 

.= market demand for state s 

Variables  

 psmu inj,
 
= amount of material processed by the task 

s s

)(sDemand
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 pujsmuu ,,,
 
= amount of sate s transferred between unit j and storage unit u at time 

point p. 

 pjjsmux ,',,
 
= amount of sate s transferred between unit j and another unit j‘ at time 

point p. 

 pusqs ,, = amount of state s stored at time point p in storage unit u 

 pjtp , .= finishing time of unit j at time point p 

 pjtu , = starting time of unit j at time point p 

 putp , .= finishing time of storage unit u at time point p 

 putu , = starting time of storage unit u at time point p 

),( kjten .= finishing time of the last batch in unit j at time period k 

),( kuten .= finishing time of the last batch stored in storage unit u at time period k 

),( pjtsp .= setup time for unit j at time point p 

),( putsp .= setup time of storage unit u at time point p 

Binary variables  

 psy inj ,
 
= 1 if state s is used in unit j at time point p; 0 otherwise  

 pusy ,,
 
= 1 if state s is stored in storage unit u at time point p; 0 otherwise  

),,( pjut
 
= 1 if the state used in unit j is from storage unit u at time p; 0 otherwise. 

),',( pjjt
 
= 1 if the state used in unit j is from storage unit j’ at time p; 0 otherwise. 
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CHAPTER 6  

Conclusions and Recommendations  

6.1 Conclusions  

This work presents different models that address optimization problems for batch plants 

involving energy, water usage, design, synthesis and medium-term scheduling.  

An efficient continuous time mathematical model for direct and indirect heat integration 

has been presented. Most heat integration models rely on a predefined schedule, which 

leads to suboptimal results. The contribution presented in this thesis incorporates heat 

integration into the scheduling framework. Consequently, the model is then capable of 

solving for both direct and indirect heat integration. By using a heat storage vessel, a 

considerable reduction in utility consumption is achieved. Application of the proposed 

formulation with indirect heat integration to an industrial case study showed a 26.6% 

improvement in objective function compared to standalone operation. Different case 

studies were used to test the performance of the proposed model and it was found that the 

model is computationally superior. 

It is a common feature for some batch plants to have opportunities for both wastewater 

minimization through reuse and energy integration. A comprehensive model has been 

presented where wastewater minimization and heat integration are both embedded within 

the scheduling framework and solved simultaneously, thereby leading to a truly flexible 

optimal process schedule. Results from case studies have shown that profit maximization
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 together with heat integration and wastewater minimization give a much better overall 

economic performance.  

Application of the developed method to a particular case has shown that through only 

applying water integration the cost is reduced by 11.6%, by applying only energy 

integration the cost is reduced by 29.1% and by applying both energy and water 

integration the cost is reduced by 34.6%. This indicates that optimizing water and energy 

integration in the same scheduling framework will reduce the operating cost and 

environmental impact significantly. A better objective value was achieved using the 

proposed model when compared to a sequential based method. 

A contribution was also made by this work in addressing synthesis and design of batch 

plants. A recent robust scheduling formulation based on continues time representation is 

used as a platform for the design problem and achieved a better optimal design and 

required less computational time. The objective value (profit) obtained using the 

presented formulation is improved by 228.6% when compared to the recent published 

formulations for the design and synthesis problem. When this work was compared with 

other formulations, it results in a smaller size mathematical model that required fewer 

binary variables, continuous variables and constraints. The model explicitly considered 

the different location of materials in the plant. The formulation also considered the costs 

arising from the pipe network and determined the optimal pipe network that should exist 

between units. 

Finally, a medium-term production scheduling technique for multiproduct batch plants 

has been presented. The developed model is tested with a real case from a 

pharmaceutical facility. The solution technique for the problem is by the use of a 

decomposition approach where the large scale problem is divided into tractable size 

short-term scheduling subproblems. The decomposition model has been implemented to 

solve a makespan minimization for almost 13 weeks which is difficult to solve when 

applying the short-term scheduling model for this medium-term time horizon. Additional 

features of the proposed model are as follows. Storage can be used for different state, a 
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state can be stored in multiple storage units, a state should wait in storage for certain 

duration before it is used and no batch mixing is allowed in storage. The proposed model 

can be easily extended to incorporate intermediate due dates for a product.  

6.2  Recommendations  

i) In the proposed models the due date is assumed at the end of the time horizon. 

There are also cases where plants are running production on intermediate due dates, 

incorporation of intermediate due dates in the scheduling model must be 

investigated. 

ii) Further work must be done to address the problem of production scheduling with 

uncertainty in processing times, market demands, prices of products, cost of raw 

materials and price of utilities. 

iii) Most of the existing literature and the developed models are concentrated on a 

mono-criterion objective and thus the use of multi-objective models could provide 

enriched approaches with an increase adequacy to solve real case solutions. Multi 

stage decisions models where an integration of different decisions at different levels 

is performed (e.g. energy and water minimization, makespan minimization and 

optimization of network structure for heat exchanger and piping) should be 

explored. 

iv) The developed model determines the best heat recovery potential. It is assumed that 

the gain from heat recovery outweigh the cost arises from heat exchanger and heat 

storage. However, this might not be true for all the cases so the model should further 

extend to address the best heat exchanger network design as well to generalize in 

addressing heat integration problem.  

v) The design and synthesis model does not account environmental aspects and is still 

a non-explored area. The development of systematic methods for the design and 

synthesis problem for multipurpose batch plants that also addressing environmental 
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aspects have an immense value. Almost invariably, this would lead to a very 

complex problem which would require a scheduling platform with novel features. 

vi) The quantification of the uncertain conditions and its impact on the plant design and 

operation should be further explored. In particular, long-term uncertainties relative 

to market changes and technology evolution should be studied. 
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Appendix 

The recent robust scheduling model by Seid and Majozi (2012) used in Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 3 is discussed below. The mathematical model entails sets, parameters, variables 

and constraints. 

Sets 

S    { s | s  any state s} 

I     {i | iiis a task} 

J     { j | j  is a unit} 

sc

inJS   {
sc

injs |
sc

injs
 
task which consume state s} 

*

inJS    {
*

injs |
*

injs  tasks performed in unit j} 

inJS
   

{ injs | injs
 
is an effective state representing a task} 

usc

inJS     {
usc

injs |
usc

injs
 
task which consume unstable state s} 

sp

inJS  {
sp

injs |
sp

injs
 
task which produce state s other than a product} 

usp

inJS   {
usp

injs |
usp

injs task which produce unstable state s} 

ps

inJS   {
ps

injs |
ps

injs task which produce state s which is a product} 

pS    { ps | ps  a state which is a product} 

P      { p | p is a time point} 

sJ   { sj | sj  is a unit producing state s} 

Variables  

),( pstp inj   
time at which task ends at time point p 

),( pstu inj   
time at which task starts at time point p,  
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),( psmu inj   amount of material processed by a task  at time point p 

),( psqs    amount of state s stored at time point p 

),( psy inj   
binary variable for assignment of task at  time point p 

),( pjt    binary variable associated with usage of state produced by unit j at 

time point p 

),,( psjt   binary variable associated with usage of state s produced by unit j at 

time point p if the unit produces more than one intermediate at time 

point p 

),( psx    binary variable associated with availability of storage for state s at 

time point p 

 pjsu ,,
   amount of material stored in unit j at time point p 

Parameters 

U
jV

  maximum capacity of unit j
 

U

s inj
V

  
maximum capacity of unit j to process a particular task 

L

sinj
V

   
minimum capacity of unit j to process a particular task 

H   time horizon of interest 

oQS    initial amount of state s stored  

UQS    maximum capacity of storage to store a state s 

)( injs
    

constant term of processing time of task 

)( injs
   

coefficient of variable term of processing time of a task 

)( sp

injs
    

portion of state s produced by a task 

)( sc

injs
    

portion of state s consumed by a task 
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Constraints  

Allocation constraints 

Constraint (1) implies that at time point p only one task is allowed to be performed in 

unit j. 

  PpJj,   ,psy

injinj Ss

inj 


   ,   1 
*

   

                                      (1) 

Capacity constraints 

Constraint (2) implies that the total amount of all the states consumed at time point p is 

limited by the capacity of the unit which consumes the states. L

sinj
V and U

sinj
V represent lower 

and upper bounds in capacity of a given unit that processes the effective state injs
.

      inJinjinj

U

sinjinj

L

s SsJjPppsyVpsmu,psyV
jiinj

     ,  ,      ,  ,     ,       
,

                                   (2) 

Material balance for storage 

Constraint (3) states that the amount of material stored at each time point p is the amount 

stored at the previous time point adjusted to some amount resulting from the difference 

between state s produced by tasks at the previous time point (p-1) and used by tasks at 

the current time point p. This constraint is used for a state other than a product, since the 

latter is not consumed, but only produced within the process.   

       

SsP, p

,,psmuρ,psmuρs,pqs,pq
sp
inJinj

in,j
sc
inJinj

in,js

Ss

in,j

sp

s

Ss

in,j

sc

ss



 


     

  1          1    
   

                     

(3) 

Constraint (4) states that the amount of product stored at time point p is the amount 

stored at the previous time point and the amount of product produced at time point p. 

                ,,   1,,

  

pp

ss

inj

sp

s

p

s

p

s Ss,Pppsmupsqpsq
ps

inJinj

inj
 





                                 

(4) 
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Duration constraints (batch time as a function of batch size) 

Constraint (5) describes the duration constraint modelled as a function of batch size 

where the processing time is a linear function of the batch size. For zero-wait (ZW) only 

the equality sign is used.  

           

   SsPpJj

,psmuspsyspstupstp

inJinj

injinjinjinjinjinj





   ,  ,  

  ,,   ,      , 

                                                    

(5) 

Sequence constraints 

The two subsections address the proper allocation of tasks in a given unit that ensures the 

starting time of a new task to be later than the finishing time of the previous task.   

Same task in same unit 

Constraint (6) states that a state can only be used in a unit, at any time point, after all the 

previous tasks are complete. In essence, this implies that a unit must be available before 

it can be used. It is worth noting that all the tasks referred to in Constraint (6) pertains to 

the same state, i.e. same task for different batches in the same unit. 

    *

,,,,   ,   ,     , 1,     , jinjinjinjin SsPpJjpstppstu 
                                        

(6) 

Different tasks in same unit 

Constraint (7) states that a task can start in the unit after the completion of all the 

previous tasks that can be performed in the unit. In the context of Constraint (7), tasks 

pertain to different states, hence different tasks in the same unit. 

     ,,   ,   ,  ,    ,1,, *'''

  SssssPpJjpstppstu injinjinjinjinjinjinj 
                                     

(7) 

If the state is consumed and produced in the same unit, where the produced state is 

unstable then in addition to Constraint (7), Constraints (8) is used.

      
                                                                      

,  1 1        1

         

Ss S P, spJ,  j  ,  ps-yH-,pstu,pstp usp

inj

usp

inj

usc

inj

usc

inj

usp

inj

usc

 inj

usp

inj 

                          

(8) 
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Sequence constraints for different tasks in different  

These constraints state that for different tasks that consume and produce the same state, 

the starting time of the consuming task at time point p must be later than the finishing 

time of any task at the previous time point p-1 provided that the state is used.  

If an intermediate state s is produced from one unit.  

Constraints (9) and (10) work together in the following manner: 

        sp

inJinj

U

jsinj

sp

inj SsPpJjpjtVpsqpsmus    ,  ,   ,, ,1,  
               

(9) 

         
sc

inJinj

sp

inJinj

injinjinj

SsSsPpJj

pjtpsyHpstppstu

    ,    ,      ,     

,,  1,  21,,

'

'





                                      

(10) 

Constraint (9) states that if the state s is produced from unit j at time point p-1 but is not 

consumed at time point p by another unit j’, i.e. t(j,p) = 0, then the amount produced 

cannot exceed allowed storage, i.e. qs(s,p). On the other hand, if state s produced from 

unit j at time point p-1 is used by another unit j’ then the amount of state s stored at time 

point p, i.e.qs(s,p) is less than the amount of state s produced at time point p-1. The 

outcome is that the binary variable t(j,p) becomes 1 in order for Constraint (9) to hold. If 

the unit performs tasks like separation, distillation and other tasks that produce more than 

one intermediate at time point p then the binary variable t(j,p) becomes t(j,s,p). This 

allows us at the same time point for Constraint (10) to be relaxed for the unit that is not 

using the state produced by unit j at time point p. Simultaneously, for the other unit that 

uses the state produced by unit j at time point p the sequence Constraint (10) holds. 

Constraint (10) states that the starting time of a task consuming state s at time point p 

must be later than the finishing time of a task that produces state s at the previous time 

point p-1, provided that state s is used. Otherwise, the sequence constraint is relaxed.  

If an intermediate state is produced from more than one unit 

Constraint (11) states that the amount of state s used at time point p can either come from 

storage, or from other units that produce the same state depending on the binary variable 
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t(j,p). If the binary variable t(j,p) is 0, which means that state s produced from unit j at 

time point p-1 is not used at time point p, then Constraint (10) is relaxed. If t(j,p) is 1, 

state s produced from unit j at time point p-1 is used, as a result Constraint (12) holds. 

Although Constraint (11) is nonlinear it can be linearized exactly using Glover 

transformation developed by Glover (1975). It is highly imperative to realize that 

Constraint (10) plays a pivotal role in both instances when a state is produced from one 

unit and when a state is produced from many units. 

      PpJjpjtpsmupsqspsmu
sp
inJinj

inj
sc
inJinj

inj

Ss

inj

sp

s

Ss

inj

sc

s  


  ,     ,   1,     )1,(     ,         
(11) 

Constraint (12) states that a consuming task can start after the completion of the previous 

task.  

     Ss SsP,pJ,  j ,  psyHpst,pst sc

jinjin

sp

Jinjinjinjinpjinu ',',,,,,',    ,                  ))2,(1(2, 
                

(12) 

Sequence constraints for FIS policy 

As aforementioned, Type II suboptimlality in previous formulations pertains to modeling 

for finite intermediate storage (FIS). In most formulations, i.e. Majozi and Zhu (2001), 

Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998) and Lin and Floudas (2001), this is overlooked and 

results in unlimited intermediate storage (UIS) behavior in the final schedule. The 

following constraints are aimed at addressing this drawback. A new binary variable x(s,p) 

is introduced as shown in Constraints (13) and (14). This binary variable indicates the 

availability (x(s,p) = 1) and absence of storage (x(s,p) = 0). According to Constraint (13), 

any state s can only be stored if the capacity of available storage will not be exceeded. 

Otherwise, state s will either be produced and consumed immediately or not produced at 

all. Constraint (14) enforces this condition. 

     S  sPpJjpsxVQSpsqspsmu
s

sp
inJinj

inj

Jj

U

j

U

Ss

inj

ps

s  


,  ,    ,-1    )1,( 1,  

               

(13) 

According to Constraint (16), the starting time of a task that consumes state s at time 

point p must be equal to the finishing time of a task that produces state s at time point p-
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1, if both consuming and producing tasks are active at time point p and time point p-1 

respectively and if there is no storage to store the amount of state s produced at time 

point p. In a case when storage is available to store a state s at time point p, then the 

starting time of the consuming task at time point p is not necessarily equal to the 

finishing time of a task producing state s at time point p-1. Constraints (13) and (14) 

reduce the number of time points and give a better objective value as can be seen in the 

case study.  

           
sc

inJinj

sp

inJinj

injinjinjinj

SsSsPpJj

psxHpsypsyHpstppstp

    ,    ,      ,     

  , 1,, 2 1,1,

'

''





                

(14) 

Storage constraints 

Constraint (15) indicates that the amount of state s stored at any time point must not 

exceed the maximum capacity of the storage. The state s that is produced at time    

point p-1 can be stored for a while in a unit that is producing it in the next time points 

until it is used, if the unit is not performing tasks.  

    J  jPpSspjsuQSpsq
sp
inJinj ss

U

s  


  ,  ,     ,,  ,
           

(15) 

Constraint (16) states that portion of the state that is produced at time point p can be 

stored in the unit for consecutive time points, if the unit is not active in those consecutive 

time points. Which is a similar concept to that of slot based formulations that allow task 

to continue in the next consecutive slots, indicating that the unit stores the states in those 

consecutive time points. 
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Constraint (17) ensures that if a state is stored at time point p in the unit then the unit 

should not be active to start any other task.  
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Time horizon constraints   

The usage and the production of states should be within the time horizon of interest. 

These conditions are expressed in Constraints (18) and (19). 
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(19) 

Tightening constraints 

Constraint (20) is used to tighten the model. The sum of duration of all tasks in a unit 

must be within the time horizon. 
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